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INTRODUCTION.

The title under which Part II of this series of bulletins on "The Business Side of Farming" is offered to the people of Oregon, implies a subject matter indefinitely expansible. Part I on "Farm Records," by J. A. Bexell, Dean of the School of Commerce, was a pioneer in its field. That it met a real need, was evidenced not only by the fact that within six months a second edition was called for, but also by the growing interest in this field of investigation throughout the country. Within the past year and a half, few subjects have received more attention than the business side of agriculture.

This issue again marks, to some extent, a new departure in the subject matter of college bulletins; and hence, must be regarded as tentative. Should it prove to meet a real need, it is hoped that other "Practical Economic Problems" may be discussed in subsequent bulletins of this series. Among the urgent economic questions before the American farmer today, are the Need of Better Rural Credit Facilities, Cheap and Safe Agricultural Insurance, More Equitable Methods of Taxing Farm Property, and the Transportation of Agricultural Products, including carriage by water, rail, and public highways.

It is the aim of the School of Commerce of the Agricultural College to extend its discussion of The Business Side of Farming to include a treatment of all these topics, in addition to Part III on "Rural Law," which is now in course of preparation. Many other subjects may be added to the list as time and means are available.

The keynote of this whole series of bulletins may be very briefly expressed. It is, in a word, better education and more thorough organization for the American farmer. In this message there is, to be sure, nothing strange or new. Yet it certainly needs repeating and reinterpreting until it has found expression in new life pulsating through our rural communities from the Atlantic to the Pacific. We have scarcely made a beginning as yet toward the building up of a rural idealism
such as is fundamental to the solution of all agricultural problems.

This conviction was borne in upon the writer while still a student, specializing in Economics and Sociology in German Universities. He there became acquainted with the low interest rates, the economies in producing and marketing farm products, and the savings in the purchase of farm supplies, which have been achieved by the organization of German agriculture. The efficiency thus attained stands out in sharp contrast to the extravagance and waste of American agricultural business methods. He was also struck by the esteem in which education is held by the small farmers of Denmark. The sacrifices so often undergone by these peasants in order to secure an all-round cultural training, brings a blush of shame to our cheek, when we remember that seventy-five per cent of our farm boys and girls leave school before having completed the sixth grade. We believe that the interest of the Danish farmers in education is largely due to their extremely democratic forms of agricultural organization. Every farmer bears the responsibility of membership in several self-governing societies for mutual improvement. This sense of responsibility is the spur to self-development which makes the Dane look upon ignorance as a disgrace.

Few sections of the United States are more enterprising and progressive than the Pacific Northwest. No section shows more inclination to acquire the advantages of fuller agricultural organization. Repeated requests for information and guidance have been presented to this college. For the past three years, in consequence, the School of Commerce has been preparing to meet the demand, voiced by many of our most prominent rural leaders, for instruction in the economic problems of agriculture.

As a result, an immense amount of material has been collected. The field force in charge of the "Preliminary Agricultural Survey," conducted during the past summer by the Oregon State Immigration Commission through the Agricultural College, covered every county in the State. The questionnaires, as well as the community reports required of all the field men,
were especially designed to secure the fullest information possible regarding social and economic conditions among the farmers of the state. Alongside of this material, we have placed the results of rural surveys and investigations by Country Life Commissions in other states. In addition, the correspondence and questionnaire method has been persisted in until we have accumulated a large body of first hand facts, suggestions, and opinions from prominent educators and rural life workers in every state in the Union, as well as in most of the Canadian provinces.

Through our Extension Department, and by means of bulletins, the results of this investigation will be placed at the command of every rural community in the State of Oregon.
CHAPTER I

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION.

THE VERSATILITY DEMANDED OF THE PROGRESSIVE FARMER: Every progressive farmer should be satisfied with nothing short of success,—all-round, honest, well-earned success. But if he is to win this coveted prize, he must be ready to pay the price, which is constant attention to a multitude of details. His vigilance, like that of the Roman god Janus, the double-faced, must be constantly scanning the pathway of progress, both behind and before. He must learn to profit by the lessons of the past, act wisely in the present, and plan sanely and progressively for the future. Like the hundred-eyed Argus, also, who slept with but two eyes shut at a time, he must ever be on guard against the thousand and one enemies lying in wait to steal away his treasures.

Briefly, we may recount some of the larger claims upon the attention of agriculturists.

1. At the foundation of all permanent agriculture is the conservation and up-building of the soil. This includes a well-balanced fertility and prime physical condition. Equally fundamental, is the constant fighting of weeds, insects and plant and animal diseases.

2. Then there comes for the general farmer the care of the different crops, the selection of the best varieties of seed, the planning of the crop rotation best suited to his conditions, the careful cultivation required by each, and the proper curing and storing of grain, tobacco, cotton, hay, and other feeding stuffs.

3. The dairyman must face the problems of economical feeding, and of improving the dairy herd by getting pure-bred sires of known milk and butter producing ancestry, and breeding them to those members of his herd which have shown themselves the highest producers of milk and butter fat. Then
comes the sanitary handling of milk and cream, and the scientific production of butter and cheese. The beef-raising stockman must breed and feed for economical beef production instead of milk and butter fat.

4. The poultryman, in the long run, must aim at producing power rather than feathers in his breeding experiments. Of course, all will depend upon what the market demands. If feathers pay the best, then let him breed for feathers; if he expects to sell eggs, he should select the hens producing the largest number of the best eggs per year; or if his aim is to supply marketable fowl, he should select varieties which turn feed into flesh, rather than eggs. Finally, he must give strict attention to the quality of the product he offers in the market. The eggs must be fresh, clean, and carefully graded as to size and color; and the dressed fowl must also be clean and attractive.

5. Back of the successful market garden lies the scientific treatment of the soil, and constant care of the growing crops. Then, there must be careful picking, washing, grading, packing, and storage, if the product is to arrive in fresh, attractive condition before the prospective buyer.

6. The fruit-grower must give his first attention to the selection of varieties which are best adapted to the soil and climate; and which, at the same time, supply the demands of his available markets. Having gotten thus far, the growing vine, bush or tree demands his constant scientific care until its fruit is mature. Then follows the most careful picking, sorting, grading, packing, pre-cooling and storage, preparatory to placing the fruit on the market in perfect condition.

7. But all of these details may have been attended to and the farmer still obtain less than half the reward which should be his as a result of his toil. It is estimated that the six and a half million farmers of the United States receive only from 40 to 50 per cent of the wealth they annually produce. All the rest is swallowed up as a result of poor business methods. It is with the elimination of this tremendous waste that this bulletin is concerned.

**The Economist’s Interest in Better Farm Methods:**

It is not our purpose in this chapter to attempt a treatment of
the technical problems of agricultural production. These problems, to be sure, are of tremendous economic importance; but their solution belongs to other departments of this college. Every farmer in the state should be in touch with the work of his agricultural college, and systematically try to practise the economies for which it stands.

He should learn to get rid of dairy cows which do not produce enough annually to pay for their feed. There are probably between 10,000,000 and 12,000,000 such cows in the United States, which are being fed and milked "just for the fun of it," as the writer once heard a well known Illinois dairyman express it. He had long taken great pride in his registered herd of eighty Guernsey cows. He hadn't much faith in the new-fangled ideas of the college-bred farmer, until one day he was visited by a representative of the state university, who persuaded him to try out his herd with a Babcock tester and pair of scales. Imagine his dismay on finding that about a quarter of his cows were being kept at a loss! Another quarter of the herd was barely paying the cost of feed and labor; while upon the other half of the cows fell the burden of whatever profit was being made by the dairy.

If you have never tested your cows, the probabilities are, Mr. Dairyman, that your herd contains a larger percentage of unprofitable cows than this one did. Your problem is to get rid of those cows. Your agricultural college is anxious to help you to give up working for nothing. You wouldn't do it if you knew it, and you ought to know that you are doing it every day.

Your aim should be the maximum net profit from all the effort put forth. If you are in the dairy business, the best milkers and butter fat producers are none too good for you. If you raise beef cattle, they should be the kind which can put on the most and best beef from the feed consumed. If you keep hens, they should lay two hundreds eggs each or more per year. Fifty-egg hens do not pay for the grain they eat. Then, too, some varieties of seed and certain kinds of fruit are much better adapted to your conditions than others. These are problems of production which your college can help you to solve. They are problems which you must solve if your farm is to
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pay as a business proposition. In Oregon agriculture, you ought to be clearing at least six per cent on your investment in addition to fair wages. A great many of our farmers are not doing that. If you are one of them, you should make use of your college to find out what is wrong. That is what it is here for, and you are helping to pay for it. If you make no use of it, you are not getting your money's worth.

THE PROBLEMS OF THIS BULLETIN: In this discussion, we take it for granted that each farmer knows how to get the largest product per acre from the working of his farm. He finds, however, that business difficulties prevent his attaining the largest net returns from his expenditure of capital and labor. It is with these obstacles that we are here especially concerned.

THE LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS: The fundamental problem of all agriculture is the economic problem of getting the most out of the investment. This is a very different question from that of growing the biggest crops. It involves a frank recognition of the fact that the highest yield per acre of the best producers, or the biggest flow of the best milk, or the largest, fattest steer may be produced at a cost which leaves little profit for the farmer. This has probably been more or less dimly understood since ever there was such a thing as intensive agriculture.

But it was only during the period of high protection under the English Corn Laws that its full significance was grasped. Old lands were cultivated more intensively, and poorer lands were brought under cultivation, until intelligent farmers and economists saw that agriculture is subject to what is called the law of diminishing returns. This means, in brief, that if we keep on expending more labor and capital on a given piece of land there will come a point where the profit on each additional expenditure will begin to diminish; and will continue to decrease until the farmer is producing at a loss. This takes it for granted, of course, that the kind of crops grown, and the marketing conditions remain unchanged throughout the period. The law can be best understood from the following table of results from the worlds' oldest experiment station, at
Table 63. Wheat Yields on Broadbalk Field, Rothamsted. Thirteen Years’ Average, 1852-1864.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plot No.</th>
<th>Soil Treatment Applied Every Year</th>
<th>Nitrogen per acre, lbs.</th>
<th>Total salts per acre, lbs.</th>
<th>Wheat per acre, bu.</th>
<th>Straw per acre, lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Minerals (P, K, Mg, Na, S.)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>1,862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Minerals &amp; ammonium salts.</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>3,038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Minerals &amp; ammonium salts.</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1,192</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>4,270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Minerals &amp; ammonium salts.</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1,392</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>4,788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Minerals &amp; ammonium salts.</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>1,592</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>5,222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these experiments, lasting thirteen consecutive years, the first and second applications of fertilizer produced almost equal increases in the yield of wheat. Beyond that point, the yield increased very little for the extra additions of 43 pounds of nitrogen and 200 pounds of salts. Beyond the second application, our law began to operate, and returns decreased rapidly.

The law of diminishing returns presents the great obstacle to increasing indefinitely the yield in agricultural production. It has hardly presented itself to us yet as a serious problem in American agriculture. Our farming is still predominantly extensive rather than intensive. In the Old World it is different. On the small farms of Ireland and Scotland, for example, and in the little truck gardens around Paris, crops are produced at tremendous cost, especially in human drudgery. Even under present American conditions, however, no one can farm intelligently, or even rent a farm to the best advantage, who does not recognize the operation of this law, and govern his business accordingly.

Let us take an illustration or two from Oregon conditions. Apple production has been tremendously stimulated by the high prices of the past few years. It has also been possible to carry apple culture to a degree of intensiveness, found, perhaps, nowhere else in the world. But what if the
days of bonanza prices for apples are numbered? Let us hope they are not; but it is a question every grower ought to face. At any rate, it is clear that at this season's prices for apples, orchards have been cared for at cost which is beyond the point where the law of diminishing returns comes into operation.

Even with the best of prices, the operation of the law must be studied. The question must be faced: How many times can I spray? How often can I cultivate? What expenditure for machinery can I afford? Such questions are all of the greatest importance if the grower is to obtain the greatest net profit on his outlay. He may often find that a crop yielding 85 per cent of good marketable fruit is more profitable than a 95 per cent saleable crop, when he counts the cost of securing the last ten per cent.

Again, take the farmer in our Eastern Oregon wheat belt. At every improvement in his equipment, he is face to face with the law of diminishing returns. Will it pay, for example, to invest in a caterpillar engine? The whole question turns on whether or not it will increase his net profit. Will interest on the investment, and the depreciation of the machine through wear and age, more than offset the advantage it brings?

Exactly the same problem must be threshed out by the dairyman who thinks of installing a system of milking machines. In fact, no up-to-date farmer can get away from the law of diminishing returns. Its operation accounts for the fact that wealthy men who take to farming as a recreation, usually find it an expensive hobby. They adopt the most expensive methods and equipment, and seldom make interest on their investment.

In most sections of the Northwest, however, there is little danger of loss from over-intensive cultivation as yet. Indeed, it is probable that a large percentage of farmers are land poor as far as making money from agriculture is concerned. That is, they are spreading their efforts over too much ground. A very little figuring will show that the farmer who can grow 40 bushels of wheat per acre by cultivating only 40 acres of land, is probably better off at the end of the year than
the man who spreads his energy over 80 acres and raises only
20 bushels of wheat per acre.

The maddening thing about the operation of this law is
that neither the economist nor the experiment station expert
can ever formulate any ready-made solution for the problems
to which it gives rise. This is because of the fact that it af-
ficts every locality, and even each individual farmer, differ-
ently. Peculiarities of soil, climate, marketing conditions, and
the ability of the agriculturist, are all factors in determining
at what point the law of diminishing returns will begin to op-
erate. Hence, the most that the expert can do for the farmer,
is to make him thoroughly acquainted with the general work-
ing of the law, and then leave him to apply it to his own pe-
culiar conditions.

There are, however, certain suggestions by which every
farmer may profit in solving his problems. First and fore-
most, we must place the keeping of farm records. Without a
system of bookkeeping which shows accurately the cost of pro-
ducing different commodities, and places over against that cost
the value of the resulting products, no farmer can know
whether his returns are increasing or diminishing. The stu-
dent will find instruction in the problems of farm bookkeep-
ing in Part I of this series of bulletins, from the pen of Dean
J. A. Bexell.

Guided by his system of records, the farmer should watch
for every opportunity of economically increasing the quantity
and improving the quality of his product. He should study
methods of economical marketing and purchase of supplies.
Of equal importance are such problems as cheap and efficient
transportation by road, rail and water; equitable taxation; a
safe and elastic currency; and the establishment of a system
of rural banks and mortgage loan associations, through which
the farmer can obtain the credit he needs at reasonable rates
of interest.

Owing to the limitations of this bulletin, we must con-
fine our discussion to the problems of Production, Marketing,
and the Purchase of Farm Supplies. Wherever we can show
the possibility of saving in any one of these departments,
through better business methods, we present at the same time
a means of modifying the action of the Law of Diminishing Returns.

GETTING THE BEST RESULTS IN DAIRYING: Most dairy-men know that poor cows do not pay. But they have no accurate idea as to which are the poorest members in their herds. Nor do they feel that they could afford better animals even if they were able to weed out the unprofitable cows.

These are the two problems which puzzled the small farmers of Denmark a quarter of a century ago. They went to work at them and solved them both successfully.

In 1882 the first co-operative creamery was established in Denmark, and immediately the need for a better type of dairy cow was felt. The early attempts at improvement led to the establishment of Cattle Breeding Societies, the first of which were formed in 1885. In these associations the small farmers united for the purchase of pure-bred sires. It gradually dawned upon the Danish dairymen, however, that paper pedigrees do not make milkers. The result was an attempt to get at milk and butter records, which began systematically in 1892. But not until 1895, was the first modern cow-testing association formed.

In 1909 there were 519 of these societies in Denmark, having a total of 12,000 dairymen. The records of the cow-testing associations have revolutionized the aim of the Cattle Breeding Societies. Sires are now chosen, not on the length of their pedigrees, but on the strength of the milking strain in their ancestry. The new point of view is adding tremendously to the efficiency as well as the popularity of the Cattle Breeders’ Associations. In 1909 there were 1,260 of these organizations, with 31,300 members, owning 1,464 selected bulls.

The cow-testing and breeders’ associations have been largely responsible for the increase in Danish butter production, from an average of 112 pounds per cow in 1884, to 224 pounds per cow in 1908. That is, the average product per cow has been exactly doubled in 24 years.

The cow-testing association idea was first introduced into the United States September 26, 1905; when the Newaygo County Dairy Testing Association was formed at Fremont, Michigan. There are now some ninety odd associations in
operation in different parts of the country. Many of them have failed on account of inefficient management. Neverthe-
less, there have been plenty of successful societies to show conclusively what might be accomplished among American dairymen by a thorough-going system of cow-testing.

There have been two attempts at the establishment of cow-testing associations in our own state. The Washington County Cow-Testing Association was formed in 1911, and lasted but one season. One formed at Tillamook in 1912 is the only such society at present existing in the state. It seems to be better managed, and is likely to prove a success; but as yet it is too young to furnish data on which to draw conclu-
sions.

About the best illustration of a successful cow-testing association on the Pacific Coast is that of the Ferndale So-
ciety in Humboldt County, California. It has now been under efficient management for the past four years; and during that time, the herds have shown consistent improvement. The re-
sults of three years' work are summarized in the following table, taken from Bulletin 233 of the California Agricultural Experiment Station:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of cows</th>
<th>Av. lbs. milk</th>
<th>Av. lbs. fat</th>
<th>Gain lbs. fat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>5,900</td>
<td>251.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>6,483</td>
<td>277.0</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>6,890</td>
<td>291.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other examples might be cited of American cow-testing associations which have been equally productive of results. But without further illustration, let us ask what an equal annual increase per cow would mean for the dairy industry of the United States. Here we have an average of 40 pounds of butter fat per cow more a year as a result of three years' se-
lection.

Now, we had on January 1, 1910, 21,801,000 milch cows in the United States. Our annual production of butter fat probably averages about 140 pounds per cow. The federal census places it somewhat higher, but we take this figure, which has been the estimated average for the State of Iowa for
a number of years, as a conservative estimate for the whole country. If this average annual production could be raised by 40 pounds per cow, it would mean an annual increase of 872,040,000 pounds of butter fat over and above what we are now making. At the low price of only 25 cents a pound for butter fat, this would be worth $218,010,000. Of course, we would have to make allowance for the greater cost of feeding a good cow than a poor one; but still it looks as if it ought to be a national venture worth trying out. Does it not?

The plan of organizing cow-testing associations is simple enough. There should be 26 members, located near enough together to enable the tester to get from one herd to another each day of the twenty-six working days of the month. There should be not less than 400 cows in all; and the farmer pays one dollar a year for each cow tested. Such an arrangement enables the tester to spend one day a month with each member. He weighs and tests the milk of each cow night and morning, and on this basis, computes her record for the month. He also weighs the amount of feed consumed by each cow, and on this basis, estimates the cost at which she produces butter fat. The records are copied in permanent form; and at the end of the year, the dairyman should have a fairly accurate record of the product and net profit from every cow on the place. The Dairy Division of the United States Department of Agriculture is ready at all times to assist in the organization of cow-testing associations. Types of Contract, Constitution and By-Laws may be had upon application. It also furnishes blanks and record books; and in many states, where no funds are available for the purpose, it has sent organizers to get the work started, in the hope that the states may see the value of the work and carry it on.

Denmark has now taken another step in advance of the old form of cow-testing association. The new departure has grown out of the increasing complexity of farm business in that country. Dairymen have long felt the need of a more adequate system of farm records than those kept by the cow-tester, and have not personally been able to give the matter the necessary time. The result has been the organization of an association with a smaller number of members than the
regular form of cow-testing society. A cow-tester is hired who is also an efficient double-entry bookkeeper. He keeps a complete set of books for each of the eight or ten members of the association; and at the end of the year, the farmer has a record of his year's business which would do credit to a merchant or a banker. This is a venture which should merit the careful consideration of the progressive small farmer in this country.

**BULL-OWNING ASSOCIATIONS:** Another crying need of the United States is for a better grade of sires to head both our dairy and beef producing herds. There is probably no more wasteful type of economy in the wide world than the raising of any kind of livestock from scrub sires. The Danes, as we have seen, found this out a quarter of a century ago; and sought a remedy in their co-operative breeders' associations. These organizations are subsidized by the government, and reach every branch of the Danish livestock industry. Besides the Cattle Breeding societies, mentioned above, that country reported in 1909, 270 Horse Breeding societies, with 21,500 members, owning 312 pure-bred sires; 253 Pig Breeding associations with 6,430 members, and 328 sires; and 102 Sheep Breeding organizations, with a membership of 850, owning 107 pure-bred males.

Within the past year or two, the Dairy Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, of our United States Department of Agriculture, has been making an effort toward the establishment of similar organizations among the dairymen of this country. The work is still in its infancy; but anyone interested may receive information regarding it, with a copy of sample Constitution and By-Laws by addressing the Dairy Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

In Oregon, we have our own sire problem to solve. Dr. Withycombe, Director of our Experiment Station, estimates that fully seventy-five per cent of our dairy cows, and fifty per cent of our beef-producing herds are still being bred to mongrel bulls. The high percentage of low-grade sires at the head of our dairy herds is partly to be accounted for by the fact that the majority of the calves from our dairy farms are
sold as veal. Even for this purpose, however, the use of low-
grade sires is a doubtful economy, especially when grade ani-
mals of the Channel Island breeds are used. At any rate, the
building up of our herds demands that there should be double
the number of pure-bred sires in the state which we have at
present; and what is just as important as pedigrees, especially
for the dairy farmer, we should make more of an effort to get
sires of highly productive ancestry. Let us learn from the
Danes in this matter.

THE CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERY AND CHEESE FACTORY: Un-
doubtedly we would have less difficulty in arousing interest in
more productive dairy herds if we had more co-operative pro-
duction of butter and cheese. Co-operation throws much more
business responsibility upon the farmer, thus forcing him to
grasp the advantage of greater productivity. This was dem-
onstrated in the case of Denmark, where both cow-testing and
dairy cattle breeders' associations grew up naturally after the
co-operative creamery had demonstrated the need of better
cows.

Here again, the farmer is led to use discrimination. He
finds that the most profitable cow in a creamery may not be
the best if the farmer is connected with a cheese factory. In
the former case, his chief interest centers in the yield of butter
fat; while in the latter, he wants a large flow of milk with an
abundance of casein, and is less concerned with the butter fat
test. These facts are being recognized in the selection of
breeds, to some extent, by the butter and cheese producing
sections of the United States. These beginnings of intelligent
selection will be greatly stimulated by the development of co-
operation in the production of butter and cheese.

This has been the case, at least, in Denmark. The first co-
operative creamery, established in 1882, was followed, as we
have seen, by the first cattle breeders' association in 1885. Both
types of organization have developed together, until in 1909,
there were 1157 co-operative dairies and 1260 cattle breeding
societies.

The factory production of cheese and butter entered all
our dairy districts as a result of private enterprise. The new
movement was a great boon to both the farmers and the but-
ter-consuming public. It gave, as a rule, better prices for cream than the old home-made butter had brought; and placed a much better product upon the market. But the interest of the factory owners was to make large profits, while the farmer wanted the highest price for cream. The farmer, as usual, was worsted in the struggle. Most of the privately-owned creameries made big profits for their owners. They reduced the price of milk and cream until the farmers began again the making of butter and cheese at home. Finally, they managed to secure unity of action sufficient to organize creamery corporations with farmers as stock owners. This gave better satisfaction for a time; but ultimately led to worse division than ever in the rural community. The stockholders were making big profits at the expense of their non-shareholding neighbors. This led to the failure of the enterprise, or to its reorganization on a basis nearer the co-operative ideal, which in Denmark had been early recognized as essential to success.

According to the records of the Dairy Division of the Bureau of Animal Husbandry, there were in 1911, 2,120 co-operative creameries out of a total of 6,284 for the United States; and 349 co-operative cheese factories out of the 3,846 operating in that year. Practically all the dairying states have a sprinkling of co-operative societies. Minnesota has 608 creameries owned co-operatively out of 838 in the state; and 24 co-operative cheese factories out of 235. Iowa reports 313 co-operative creameries out of 592 and only one co-operative cheese factory out of 24. Wisconsin, the great dairy state of the Union, has 347 creameries and 244 cheese factories co-operatively owned out of totals of 1,000 creameries and 1,784 cheese factories operating within the state. These figures are only approximate, owing to the fact that in most states there is no record which distinguishes co-operatively owned enterprises from ordinary corporations.

TILLAMOOK CO-OPERATIVE CHEESE FACTORIES: For our own state, reliable statistics are not available, except for Tillamook County. Tillamook specializes in cheese; and has 20 co-operatively owned cheese factories. Their method of organizing and operation should be of special interest to every dairyman in Oregon.
When the need of a co-operative factory is felt, meetings are called and interest aroused. Then a thorough canvass of the neighborhood is made with a view to determining how much milk can be relied on. The canvass indicates how large a factory will be required; and on this basis, they organize a corporation with a capital stock ranging from $1,500 to $2,500, with shares varying from $10 to $100. The farmers subscribe for the stock. In case enough of the stock is not sold to finance the factory, a loan is secured from the local banks. They usually are able to get what credit they need, Secretary-Salesman Carl Haberlach writes me, at the very reasonable rate of 4 per cent per annum for two years. By the time the loan matures, they have as a rule saved enough to pay all debts.

The common plan of doing business is to set a fixed charge per pound for making and selling the cheese. The aim is to make this high enough to meet all expenses and pay a fair rate of interest as dividends on stock.

The cheese-maker is hired at a salary of from $1000 to $1,200 a year. Then, 16 co-operative factories, and three privately-owned concerns have united in hiring a common inspector and in maintaining a central office and sales agent at Tillamook. Every cheese is inspected and unless it comes up to a certain standard it does not receive the brand of the association. Cheese bearing the brand of the association has attained a reputation which makes the work of the selling agency a pleasure. The sales department, in charge of Mr. Haberlach, handled 3,100,000 pounds of cheese during the past year; and received in payment about $510,000, or an average of about 16½ cents a pound. Both the inspector and the sales agent receive fixed salaries, to which all the associated factories contribute in proportion to their output. Most of the supplies required by the factories belonging to Mr. Haberlach's agency are purchased in wholesale quantities, thus saving about 15 per cent in cost.

Since cheese is made on the basis of a fixed charge per pound, the net profits vary inversely as the expenses of the year. Any extraordinary expense means smaller dividends on stock. Under favorable circumstances, dividends have been
as high as 20 per cent; while again, they have gone almost to nothing.

Each association is under a board of three directors, elected by the shareholders at their annual meeting. The by-laws stipulate that each member shall have but one vote in managing the affairs of the corporation, regardless of the number of shares he holds. Although this provision conflicts with our corporation law, under which the factories are organized, the members abide by the by-laws. The by-laws again conflict with the state law in their provision that no member shall sell his stock without first offering it to the association. These elements of confusion arise because of the fact that we have a co-operative law in this state so idealistic in its provisions as to be practically useless. Hence, co-operative societies are forced to organize under corporate law.

Though this dividend scheme seems to give satisfaction at Tillamook, it is not true co-operation, and is being gradually abandoned in Wisconsin and Iowa. It has been found that high dividends always lead to trouble and division. So they are giving way to a moderate interest on the actual investment, followed by the distribution of the net surplus among the patrons in proportion to the milk or cream supplied the association.

Apart from the method of paying dividends, the Tillamook associations give a fair idea of the organization of creameries and cheese factories throughout the country. Experience has shown that there should be an assurance of at least 400 cows for a creamery, or 200 cows for a cheese factory before an association is started. If these numbers cannot be relied on, the dairymen would probably do better to form a milk-shipping or skimming station to market their product.

Capital is commonly raised on the Tillamook plan, the members taking the stock and paying for it, either in cash or with their negotiable notes. The common European method of borrowing the necessary capital on the joint liability of the members of the association has not found much favor in the United States.

**Other Branches of Agricultural Production:** In our rather lengthy description of the possibilities of economy in
the dairy industry, we have set forth the underlying principles of success in practically all branches of agriculture. Progress which is deep-rooted and permanent can only be achieved through the unification of rural forces and resources. To right of him and to left of him, the farmer comes face to face with consolidated capital under expert management. Only when reinforced by union with his fellow agriculturists, is he in a position to demand fair treatment. For the achievement of this end, co-operative enterprise has, as we have seen, proved effective in dairy industry. It remains to show briefly what it has accomplished in other kinds of agricultural production. We may take for our purpose, (1) Condenseries and Canners, (2) Packing Houses, (3) Flour Mills and other co-operative enterprises of the Farmers' Union, (4) Fruit Growers and Market Gardeners' Associations, and (5) Warehouses, Storage Plants and Grain Elevators. This list might be much extended; but it is sufficient for our purpose, which is to illustrate principles and point out advantages.

For all other forms of co-operative association, we may lay down the rule observed by the Tillamook dairymen. Begin the movement with a careful survey of the community. See that there is enough business in sight to support the organization and make it pay. Otherwise, it will simply be money wasted, and will bring the whole co-operative movement into disfavor. For the purpose of passing judgment on the preliminary survey, an expert should be employed. This will mean some expense; but the outlay will be trifling compared with the loss, disappointment and ill-feeling following the failure of an enterprise which should never have been entered upon.

(1) **CONDENSERIES AND CANNERIES**: The plant for the preparation of evaporated and condensed milk properly belongs to the dairy industry alongside of the creamery and cheese factory. On account of the more limited market for the product, however, it is a form of enterprise which should be much more carefully investigated before a co-operative association is formed.

The condensery and the cannery are alike in that both aim to preserve food products in hermetically sealed tin cans.
On account of the greater ease with which its variety of products can be marketed, the latter is much better adapted to cooperation. The great advantage of a cannery in a farming community is that it gets a large percentage of its raw material from products which would otherwise go to waste. This fact is winning for the cannery a place among enterprises carried on by associations of farmers.

Our co-operative cannery here at Corvallis, for example, which ran last summer for its first season, handled almost everything usually put up in cans, from beans to chickens. It stands ready to pay fair prices for the surplus of vegetables and fruits which would ordinarily go to waste. Large quantities of cherries in this neighborhood were cracked by heavy rains last summer. These would have been a total loss had it not been for the cannery. Our Corvallis cannery is operated by the Benton County Growers' Association. Anyone may become a member of this organization by purchasing a share of its capital stock for one dollar. The working capital for the cannery is raised on the notes of the association in denominations of $10 or multiples thereof, bearing interest at 8 per cent.

During the past season it paid fair prices for materials, much of which would otherwise have gone to waste, and came out with a small cash balance after paying running expenses. Its future seems assured, if the farmers only continue to stand behind it.

Another Oregon cannery at Eugene seems to have become firmly established. In financing it, the farmers subscribed for stock, on which they allow themselves dividends not to exceed 10 per cent. The remainder of the net profits is distributed among the patrons in proportion to the products they have supplied.

(2) MEAT PACKING HOUSES: The farmers of America have yet to learn that they cannot afford to continue indefinitely raising hogs and cattle for the purpose of producing fresh crops of wealthy dealers and millionaire packers. There is no reason why the farmers should not own their meat packing houses just as the farmers of Denmark do. One step in the right direction has been taken in our North Central States,
where a number of co-operative livestock shipping associations have been formed.

(3) **Flour Mills and Other Productive Enterprises of the Farmers’ Union:** The report of the National Secretary of the Farmers’ Education and Co-Operative Union of America records the existence of three Union flouring mills within the Oregon and Southern Idaho division. It is claimed that they are a success, and are not only paying higher prices for wheat, but are able materially to reduce the cost of flour to the members of the Union. At the present writing, I have been unable to obtain very definite information regarding the Farmers’ Union flour mills in Oregon. One of them, at North Powder, is a corporation in which the stockholders are members of the Farmers’ Union. It has proved a paying venture for the farmers, notwithstanding the fact that they do business on very favorable terms with all other Farmers’ Union local organizations.

Our Corvallis Local, for example, obtained a shipment of flour on which they saved 20 per cent on local prices for flour of the same grade. This is in keeping with the policy of the Union, wherever it has gained a foothold. Flour mills, cotton gins, fertilizer factories and mixers, peanut cleaners, oil mills, electric light plants, warehouses, and banks are among the productive enterprises carried on co-operatively by the farmers of the states where the Union is strong.

(4) **Fruit Growers’ and Market Gardeners’ Associations:** Among our most common forms of co-operative enterprises are the growers’ associations for the marketing of fruits and vegetables. Although primarily marketing organizations, these associations make their productive activities the fundamental basis for successful marketing. They work upon the principle that a commodity well prepared for market is half sold. Hence, one of the greatest gains from such organizations consist in the standardization of the product. Everything offered for sale is inspected and sold strictly according to grade. Improved methods of production are stimulated; and a healthy rivalry sets in among growers, which is more effective in getting results than anything ever accomplished during the palmiest days of free competition.
Funds are raised in much the same way as for a creamery or any other co-operative organization requiring expensive equipment; and the amount of the capitalization depends upon the estimated needs of the association. The Hood River association, for example, which has its own warehouses, packing sheds, cold storage plant, and equipment for producing artificial ice, is capitalized at $25,000.

(5) Warehouses, Storage Plants and Grain Elevators: Seasonal changes have been to a large extent eliminated from the diet of man in modern society. Rapid transportation, with its cold storage equipment, bridges the gap between summer and winter as the seasons creep from zone to zone. But just as important in preserving the uniform variety found upon our tables throughout the year, is the local warehouse and cold storage plant. These, with the grain elevator, are usually looked upon as part of the necessary equipment for marketing, and will come up again for consideration in Chapter III on Co-operative Marketing. It should not be forgotten, however, that they perform a function as truly productive as a cannery or a fruit drier.
CHAPTER II

MARKETING FARM PRODUCTS.

In the last chapter we considered the importance of preparing farm products for market. It is well to reiterate here that no selling scheme can succeed where the farmer from any cause turns out poor commodities. But assuming that the produce is first class and attractively put up, the most serious economic problem which confronts the American people today still remains to be solved,—that is, the marketing of our agricultural products. It affects not only our six million farm homes; but even more vitally, it determines to a large extent the welfare of the working classes of our cities. Much hard study is being devoted to the marketing problem at the present time. It is being attacked from the standpoint of the farm producer, and ever more vigorously, from the angle of the city consumer.

The net result of the agitation seems to be a growing conviction that the chief factor in the high cost of living is the great expense of marketing. There is too long a road, with too many turns, before the food and clothing from the farm reach the homes of the workers in the city. Then, from the side of the farmer, marketing is altogether too costly, not to say wasteful, an operation. The well-known writer and railroad man, B. F. Yoakum, speaking before the Texas Farmers' Congress a year ago, said: "Two billion dollars should be saved to the farmer annually by economical marketing"; and in a more carefully worked out estimate given in an article in "The World's Work," December, 1912, on "The High Cost of Selling," he places the waste in the marketing of food products at "more than a billion and a half dollars." Of course, such a statement at best is nothing more than a very rough estimate; but taking it for what it is worth, the simplest problem in division will indicate how much the average farmer loses a year as a result of poor business methods in marketing. The
question which now confronts us is: what becomes of this enormous waste of wealth?

Attempts at tracing the increments in price at various stages in the progress of commodities from the farm to the table of the consumer have not been very satisfactory. The data gathered has seldom been taken systematically, enough ground has not been covered, and too much stress has been laid on extreme cases. The best available figures are probably those collected by Professor Carver of Harvard, and published in his text-book, "The Principles of Rural Economics." A part of his list is reproduced here through the courtesy of the publishers, Ginn & Company:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Price received by producer</th>
<th>Price paid by consumer</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apples (No. 1 Baldwin)</td>
<td>Marlboro, Mass.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>$2.25 per bbl.</td>
<td>$7.50 bbl.</td>
<td>$5.25</td>
<td>Picking: $0.25; barrel: $0.25; freight: $0.25; commission: $0.25; sorting: $0.15; labeling, carting, etc.: $0.10; storage: $0.50; wholesaler: $2.00; retailer: $1.50.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples (extra fancy Jonathan)</td>
<td>Wenatchee Valley, Wash.</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>$1.45 per box</td>
<td>$8.00 box</td>
<td>$6.55</td>
<td>Growers' Association: $0.10; railroad rate to Chicago: $0.50; wholesaler: $2.45; retailer: $3.50.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples (best No. 1 Baldwins)</td>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Liverpool</td>
<td>$4.00 bbl.</td>
<td>$6.42 bbl.</td>
<td>$2.42</td>
<td>Barrel: $0.35; freight, commission to exporter, salesman, etc.: $1.00; wholesaler: $0.48; retailer: $0.43.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon (home cured)</td>
<td>Western Massachusetts</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>$0.08 lb.</td>
<td>$0.19%</td>
<td>$0.012</td>
<td>Freight: $0.00; dressing: $0.012; packing: $0.008; shipping: $0.01; wholesaler: $0.04; retailer: $0.03.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef (per hundredweight of steer)</td>
<td>Western ranges</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>$4.25 cwt.</td>
<td>$6.475 cwt.</td>
<td>$3.79</td>
<td>Feeder: $2.25; freight: $0.50; killing and chilling: $1.25; packer on meat: $1.45; wholesaler: $2.85; retailer: $0.4885.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butter</td>
<td>Ashfield, Mass.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>$0.25 lb.</td>
<td>$0.36 lb.</td>
<td>$0.11</td>
<td>Creamery: $0.008; expressage: $0.008; retailer: $0.072.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>Taunton, Mass.</td>
<td>Boston and vicinity</td>
<td>$0.18 doz.</td>
<td>$0.07 doz.</td>
<td>$0.11</td>
<td>Expressage: $0.01; commission: $0.01; breakage, advertising, etc.: $0.03; retailer: $0.02.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>$0.12 doz.</td>
<td>$0.25 doz.</td>
<td>$0.13</td>
<td>Storekeeper (who assembles):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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$0.02; transporation in Indiana, $0.01; Indiana commission man, $0.0017; railroad rate from Indiana, $0.025; carting, $0.001; commission man in Boston, $0.0075; retailer, $0.0685.

MILK—Produced in Worcester County, Massachusetts; consumed in Boston; price received by producer, $0.02% qt.; price paid by consumer, $0.08 qt.; difference, $0.05¼; distribution of difference: Transportation, $0.00½; contractor, $0.02%; peddler, $0.02.

ORANGES (navel)—Produced in California; consumed in New England; price received by producer, $1.07 box; price paid by consumer, $3.00; difference, $1.93; distribution of difference: Packing and selling, $0.40; freight, $0.83; half-refrigeration, $0.10; local dealer, $0.60.

DRESSED POULTRY (broilers)—Produced in Eastern Massachusetts; consumed in Boston; price received by producer, $0.33 lb.; price paid by consumer, $0.55 lb.; difference, $0.22; distribution of difference: Shipping and selling commission, $0.05 wholesaler (including cost of dressing, shrinkage, etc.) $0.07; retailer, $0.10.

RICE—Produced in Arkansas; consumed in Boston; price received by producer, $0.40 bu.; price paid by consumer, $4.16½ bu.; difference, $3.76% ; distribution of difference: Milling, $0.23%; miller's profit, $0.21¼; wholesaler's expenses, $0.15; his profit, $1.00; retailer's expenses $0.16%; his profit, $2.00.

TOMATOES—Produced in Florida; consumed in Boston; price received by producer, $0.35 crate; price paid by consumer, $2.10 crate; difference, $1.75; distribution of difference: Railroad rate, $0.62; cartage, $0.03; shipper, $0.10; commission merchant, $0.05; packing, boxing, etc., $0.35; jobber, $0.15; retailer, $0.45.

TOMATOES—Produced in Mt. Holly, N. J.; consumed in N. E. section Philadelphia; price received by producer, $0.3775 basket; price paid by consumer, $0.80 basket; difference, $0.425; distribution of difference: Freight, $0.05; commission agent, $0.9225; wholesaler, $0.15; retailer, $0.20.

POTATOES—Produced in Massachusetts; consumed in Cambridge; price received by producer, $0.55 bu.; price paid by consumer, $0.90 bu.; difference, $0.35; distribution of difference: Packing, $0.02; commission, $0.03; railroad transportation, $0.05; retailer, $0.25.

These prices serve to illustrate the great differences which exist in the proportion of the final retail price which goes to the farmer for different commodities. They also show a wide variation for the same commodity when produced in different parts of the country. As Professor Carver points out, these illustrations serve to indicate the difficulty of estimating what proportion of the price paid by the consumer reaches the producer; and also how hard it is to find out what becomes of the difference. In order to arrive at any general conclusion, each commodity would have to be traced for every single locality in the country where it is produced.

The illustrations further serve to demonstrate what a costly process our system of marketing farm products is under present conditions. Further proof of this wastefulness
will appear when we come to investigate the savings which have been made possible through the establishment of public markets, and the organization of co-operative marketing associations.

For convenience we may treat the subject matter of marketing according to the following scheme, leaving the subject of co-operative associations for the next chapter:

1. Marketing for Local Consumption through Local Dealers.
3. Marketing with the consumer Direct.
   (a) The Delivery Wagon.
   (b) Public Market.
   (c) Direct Shipment by Parcels Post and Hamper Basket.

1. THE LOCAL DEALER: The simplest type of middleman’s service is that performed by the local dealer. This local dealer may be nothing more pretentious than the huxter, who, with his single horse and wagon, gathers a stock of farm products and peddles them from house to house in the city. Such middlemen do not figure largely enough in the marketing of farm products to deserve more than passing mention. What we are here concerned with is the local grocer, butcher, flour and feed man, etc.,—the man who buys farm products directly and retails them to his city patrons.

Both under present conditions and historically, this class of middlemen has performed a great and necessary service for the farmer. We may travel from northern Alberta to Florida, and in every rural town or village, we shall find the general store or the corner grocery handling the surplus of butter, eggs, etc.; and acting as a storehouse from which the rural community draws those household supplies which the farm cannot produce.

Even more important has been the role of the local dealer in our national development. As the frontier planted settlement after settlement in its westward advance, the country store became everywhere the first nucleus of social and economic progress. It served as the clearing-house of ideas. It was the medium through which news from the world outside
the new settlement reached the inhabitants. It became their first postoffice, and it was to a large extent the forum from which public opinion and neighborhood policy were crystalized. It bridged the gap between the pioneer community and the world of necessities and of conveniences left behind. The storekeeper brought in from the outside world whatever the neighborhood required; and was ever on the alert for markets which would take any commodity which the settlement could produce, thus performing a service absolutely essential to progress. As growing population led to specialization and division of labor, the store was the medium through which the surplus products were exchanged. Families having more potatoes, butter, eggs etc. than they could use traded out their surplus with the grocer who resold them to families producing none for themselves.

Under such circumstances the keeper of the country store occupied a position of prominence and great influence. Lincoln was probably only one among hundreds who sharpened their wits and won their spurs over the counter of a country store. Such an opportunity for influence and popularity as the country store afforded, resulted in the doing to death of a good thing. Too many people wanted to be storekeepers; and hence too large a proportion of our population has been shifted from the work of making goods to the task of keeping them after they have been made where people can get at them three hundred and sixty-five days in the year. This keeping of goods “on tap,” so to speak, is a very necessary function; but the more economically it is accomplished, and the fewer people engaged in it consistent with efficiency, the better for society as a whole.

This will be clearer by a glance at the three fundamental operations in supplying our material wants. These are:

1. Changing the Form of Things.
2. Changing the Place of Things.

Those engaged in the first and second classes of operations are farmers, lumbermen, miners, fishers, manufacturers and the transporters of goods. In the third class are all sorts of wholesalers and retailers with their warehouses, elevators, cold-storage plants and places of business. The former changes
nature's elements into vegetables, fruits, grains, butter, eggs and meats. In the same class are lumbermen, miners and fishermen, who go direct to nature's bounty for supplies of useful commodities. The manufacturer takes the products of these so-called extractive industries, and shapes them into such forms as are demanded by the varied wants and caprices of man. The transporter of goods carries them here and there, making them available where they are most needed. The third, or mercantile class, are the Josephs of modern society. They store up goods during fat years and bountiful seasons to feed and clothe mankind during lean years, and unproductive seasons.

But the point I wish to emphasize here is this: The welfare of modern society is just as completely under the control of its Josephs as were Egypt and Joseph's brethren of old. Another point following from our illustration is that one Joseph can collect and store the product of a great many producers. If Egypt had had as large a proportion of Josephs as America has of middlemen, there would have been high cost of living in Egypt during the seven lean years. The results of the over-crowding of the Joseph class are exemplified in the illustrations quoted above from Professor Carver.

But we all know that these figures are not typical of the gains of the small middleman with whom we are here concerned, who buys direct from the farmer and sells directly to the consumer. I take a list of farm products as they are bought and sold here in Corvallis, which illustrate the subject of this section:

**Prices in Corvallis, Oregon, Oct. 7, 1912.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price paid by consumer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butter</td>
<td>30 @ 35c lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>35c doz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potatoes</td>
<td>1 1/2c lb., $1 per cwt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onions</td>
<td>2 1/2c lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage</td>
<td>2c lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsnips</td>
<td>1 1/2 @ 2c lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apples</td>
<td>75c @ $2 per box</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price paid the farmer:

- Butter: .25 @ 30c lb.
- Eggs: 33c doz.
- Potatoes: 75c @ $1 per 100 lb. sack
- Onions: $1 @ 1.50 per 100 lbs.
- Cabbage: $1 @ 1 1/2c lb.
- Parsnips: $1 @ 1 1/2c lb.
- Apples: 75c @ $1.50 box
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Chickens ................................ 11½@12½c lb. ........................................ 14@18c lb.
Ducks ..................................... 12@12½c lb. ........................................ 13@15c lb.
Turkeys—Live ............................ 18@22c lb. ........................................ same price
Turkeys—Dressed ....................... 25c lb. ........................................ same price
Wheat .................................... .75@80c per bu. ............................... 2c lb., $1.75 cwt.

2. MARKETING THROUGH COMMISSION MEN: But a comparatively small proportion of the farm products of America finds its way to the consumer through the local dealer. In most cases, the local men know little more about the process through which the products from the farm reach the table of the city consumer than the farmers do. They only know that those products which they have not been able to resell locally are usually sent to a commission merchant in the nearest large city. Many farmers also ship directly to the commission men instead of selling to local dealers.

The function of the commission merchant has grown up naturally. He is the assembler of the great variety of commodities made necessary by the complexity of modern life. As industry becomes diversified, and different regions specialize in making or growing certain kinds of goods, the problems of marketing become harder to handle; hence, the task of the commission man has grown increasingly complex. His function is that of an agent who charges a percentage on all that he can sell. His annual income depends on the amount of goods he can handle in the course of the year. But the commission business, like that of the retailer, has become more and more over-crowded. In every large city an army of such competing middlemen are competing more or less blindly for trade. The results are not hard to forecast. In plentiful seasons, gluts of the principal markets are of frequent occurrence. The commission men have attracted more products than consumers can purchase at prevailing prices. The shipper bears the loss, and it not infrequently happens that instead of a check, he receives a bill for freight and storage charges. These so-called gluts could generally be avoided by an organized system of intelligence, reaching both the producing and marketing ends of the system; but where both shippers and commission men are working so largely in the dark as under present American conditions, such losses are occasionally unavoidable.
The position of the commission man is often far from enviable. He must usually accept such goods as are sent him—good, bad and indifferent—and do the best he can with them. His difficulties are especially great where he has a large patronage of individual shippers sending products directly from the farm. Patrons heap upon him all the blame which they should often charge to their own carelessness in sending inferior, poorly graded, badly put up products to market.

But the storm of abuse which has recently been hurled against the commission man has not been entirely unmerited. There are few lines of business in which it is harder to detect dishonesty. When the farmer sees his shipment to the railway station he loses track of it, and has only the haziest sort of idea of its subsequent history. The possibilities of damage and the vicissitudes of the market are actual factors in determining his returns. These elements of uncertainty have doubtless been used by unscrupulous commission men as a cloak for dishonesty. Enough cases of fraud have been actually traced to place the whole commission fraternity under a cloud of suspicion. Dissatisfaction due to the inefficiency of the system finds expression in charges of dishonesty. Dishonesty there doubtless is and has been, but to condemn all commission men, or even a very considerable part of them, is entirely unjust.

As a matter of fact, this class of middlemen is as much a victim of circumstances as the farmer himself. It is again a case of too many Josepps and a confused, haphazard method of gathering in and redistributing the corn.

3. Marketing With the Consumer Direct: Revolt against the local dealer and the commission man has taken the form of various schemes for getting into more direct relations with the city consumer. We may notice briefly the delivery wagon and public market as methods open to those living within driving distance of the city consumer; and direct shipment to city patrons from those farther away.

Some desirable results follow all of these ventures. The farmer gets more for his products and the city man gets more for his dollar. To the extent that this is true, we have a solution for, both the low prices of farm products and the high
cost of living. But from the farmer's point of view we believe the advantage is usually secured at too great a cost.

(a) DELIVERY WAGON: To take a local illustration: It is estimated that there are about one hundred farmers living in the neighborhood of Portland who run their own delivery wagons for the sale of milk. It occasionally happens that from fifteen to twenty different farmers have customers in a single block. Think of that! Twenty different farmers, representing twenty men and twenty teams, or single horse outfits, drive round a single city block three hundred and sixty-five days in the year for the purpose of delivering two or three quarts of milk each! Wouldn't that make a tid-bit for the soap-box socialist orator? What a shameful competitive waste! The dairy farmers around Portland could unite in a co-operative milk selling association, and save the time and labor of nine men and teams out of every ten now in the field.

The enormous waste in milk distribution is splendidly illustrated by an article in the February, 1913, issue of the "World's Work," which has just come to hand, in which the writer, Dr. John R. Williams, shows up the conditions of the milk supply of Rochester, N. Y. He says: "For example, I have found that, in a section in which most of the inhabitants were negroes, 23 distributors were traveling 20 miles daily to supply 165 homes which could be supplied by one distributor traveling only two miles. On an average, in each of four sections of American workingmen, 47 distributors were traveling 38 miles to 451 homes, in every case a waste of more than 40 men's work and of 25 miles of travel." This is typical of the inefficiency disclosed throughout the article.

A careful investigation would probably show similar waste in other branches of delivery wagon trade, such as garden truck, fruits and poultry products. The astonishing fact is that farmers can afford to run their own wagons under such wasteful competition, rather than take the prices offered by the retail middlemen. Yet the fact remains that many prosperous farmers attribute their success to their delivery wagon and direct dealing with the consumer.

(b) THE PUBLIC MARKET: Then we have the public market as a means of dealing directly with the consumer. This is
a system of marketing farm products which has had a long and honorable career. It would seem to be as old as city life itself; and through long ages, was almost the sole medium through which towns drew their supplies from the surrounding country. Even today, practically every European town has its public market. Town and country meet in the market square, where the city dweller deals directly with the grower of his meats, fruits and vegetables. The market habit is born and bred in every inhabitant of both town and country. It is a habit with the force of generations behind it.

But it is a habit which has never been widely acquired in America. Our rapid development, the early rise of commercial agriculture, the marvelously rapid growth of our cities, and the demand of our city populations for a much greater variety of products than the surrounding country could produce, have all conspired to make the building up of a public market difficult, if not impossible. Our housewives, even in country towns, practically draw upon the whole world for their food supply. This gives the retail dealer his foothold. The telephone system and the delivery wagon, wasteful as they are, entrench him in his position.

Hence it is, that it has been almost impossible to maintain a public market except in such of the older American cities as early adopted the European institution. Many of these older cities have the marketing habit as firmly entrenched as the cities of the Old World.

That there are certain advantages in the public market no one would deny. It gives the individual farmer every opportunity to build up a reputation. In such markets as those of Baltimore, Md., Boston, New Orleans, etc., are stands which have been occupied by the same families for two generations. They have their specialties, and have built up reputations which are assets, just as is the good-will of an old established business. Thus, a premium is placed upon excellence, energy and enterprise, which is much to be desired. Moreover, investigations of many of these old public markets have shown that, even allowing for their time, many of the stallholders are doing much better than they could by selling their products to the local retailers.
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Not only does the farmer get better prices for his products, but the city consumer gets them fresh from the farm; and at much more reasonable prices than he could buy them from the retailer, in the absence of a local market.

The difference in price to the consumer is best illustrated by the results attained through the establishment of markets as a result of the recent advance in the cost of living. Many cities have attempted to relieve the situation by the establishment of public markets on conditions especially attractive to the farmer; and, under the pressure of high prices, are trying to cultivate a marketing habit among their citizens. As one of the best illustrations of the recent movement to establish public markets, we may take the city of Des Moines, Iowa.

A few years ago, Des Moines was a straggling country town which drew all its supplies from the surrounding country; and at prices even more reasonable than those indicated in our table on Corvallis, Oregon.

But a rapid growth of population, like that which has taken place in hundreds of other American cities, soon overtaxed the productive capacity of the immediate vicinity. This threw the food supply into the control of the self-appointed army of custodians which so assiduously guards every step of its progress from the farm to the table. This army grew apace in Des Moines. With a population of less than 100,000, there are between six and seven hundred establishments dealing out the food supply, each trying to pay rents, clerk hire, delivery charges, fuel and lighting expenses, and save a little profit besides. The little city has a retinue of butlers for its larder which would turn a concourse of feudal barons in the days of William the Conqueror green with envy. But such pageants are even more costly in democratic America than they were in feudal England.

The common people of Des Moines began to groan under the burden, which became intolerable under the general advance in the cost of living which has marked the past few years. An investigation of prices showed that certain staples were costing the consumer in Des Moines two or three times as much as the farmers were getting for those products in the country round about.
Manufacturers, and other business interests employing labor, began a campaign for cheaper food. The press was enlisted in a crusade for the establishment of a public market. The whole community, with the surrounding country, was aroused. A day was set for a beginning. Twenty-four farmers' wagons backed up to the curb, and were thronged by citizens eager to buy. The news spread through the country, and more than seventy wagons were in line on the next market day. Since then, Mayor James R. Hanna reports that there has been a daily attendance of from 140 to 475 vehicles, ranging from the low donkey cart to the costly touring car. The city is taking every precaution to make it a producers' market; and rigidly guards against the possibility of its falling into the hands of middlemen. It is the place where the farmers and gardeners meet face to face the housekeepers of the city. Besides the open curb market, comfortable quarters for indoor stalls are provided by the city on terms which make the market attractive to the farmer.

The effect upon prices is best told in a paragraph from a letter by Mayor Hanna himself. He says:

"The market place in Des Moines has lowered prices from the start. Grocers have been forced to lower their prices accordingly in order to be able to compete. New potatoes sold in the stores at 60 and 65 cents a peck the day before the market opened, but the price promptly dropped to 40 and 50 cents on the opening day. There were large supplies of cooking apples to be had at from 15 to 25 cents per half bushel, while the stores had been receiving for these same kind of apples from 40 to 50 cents. The price of cabbage in the stores had been three pounds for 25 cents, but the market quickly reduced this to 5 cents for heads weighing more than a pound. When the grocer quoted new onions at three bunches for 10 cents, large quantities were to be found on the market at from two to four bunches for 5 cents. Strictly fresh eggs were offered at the market for 16 cents a dozen. At the stores 20 cents was asked for eggs of doubtful age. Prices on other vegetables and produce showed the same marked difference."

But a study of the whole subject of the public market leads to the conclusion that it is much more advantageous to
the city consumer than from the standpoint of the progressive farmer. It comes down from the time when farms were largely self-sufficing. The farmer had little incentive to produce more than was sufficient for home use. His time was not very valuable, and he found himself with a great deal of leisure in the course of the year. The public market of the nearest town was a good place to loaf and gossip, and was looked upon as a sort of recreation, especially by the farm women. Incidentally, it offered an opportunity for the disposal of any surplus produce on the farms.

But in most sections of the United States, with our busy, complex, commercial agriculture, we cannot afford to have a large percentage of our men and teams lounging in the city two or three days a week. It is a tremendous waste of time and energy, and a direct handicap to progress. Through an article by Norval D. Kemp in the "World's Work," Vol. 22, p. 14479, Montgomery County, Ohio, has become the classic example of inefficiency associated with the public marketing habit. The county seat is Dayton, whose population has grown in thirty years from 35,000 to 140,000. During all that time the rural population has remained practically stationary, at about 30,000. But with four times as many city mouths to feed, Montgomery County farmers produced less in 1909 than they did thirty years earlier. In 1879, with pork at eight and nine cents a pound, there were 33,000 hogs in the county. In 1908, there were but 20,000 hogs in the county with pork selling at 22 and 30 cents a pound. During the same period, the number of cattle in the county declined from 20,315 to 15,288; and the area under cultivation from 159,214 acres to 154,124 acres.

The farmers attribute much of the decline to the difficulty in obtaining farm help. Still an average of 400 or more farmers with teams or single wagons find time to attend the public market in Dayton three days a week the year round. Mr. Kemp estimates that fifty competent clerks would do all the work and business accomplished by the entire public market force of Montgomery County and do it better. We are inclined to believe that even a greater economy would be possible. Such a system may do for farm neighborhoods which are sliding down
the easy grade to a shiftless, unambitious American peasantry; but will find small favor in well-organized, progressive rural communities.

The old-time public market is a product of individualism. But independence and individualism have long since ceased to dominate every industry except farming. The road to progress lies through union, association and co-operation. Only by falling into line with other industries in combining their forces can the farmers hope to secure fair play. We are confident that when farmers have once become efficiently organized, they will have little time or inclination to loaf about a public square in order to sell a few pounds of meat and a peck or two of vegetables.

(c) Direct Shipment from the Farm to the Consumer: Another way of escape from the waste of the middleman which has met with some success is the direct shipment of goods from the farm to the city consumer. The method of shipment most in use thus far has been by express. It is a plan which has long been in use, but has only in recent years been systematically developed. Enterprising city housewives have long been accustomed to send for supplies to friends in the country, thus getting their butter, eggs, fruits and vegetables fresh, and dividing the middleman’s profit with the country producer.

Many families regularly send to the country for eggs by the crate, butter by the hundredweight, poultry by the dozen fowl, and bulkier commodities, such as apples and vegetables, by the ton. Cheaper rates are obtained by sending for such commodities in bulk, and there is never any difficulty in disposing of the surplus among city friends and neighbors. Such trade illustrates the principles which we believe must ultimately solve the marketing problem, as well as the high cost of living in the cities. As applied at present, the principle has little widespread influence because of the lack of organization. We shall have occasion to refer to it again in the next chapter.

Direct shipment was first systematized by H. B. Fullerton, Director of Agricultural Development for the Long Island Railroad Company, in marketing the products of the company’s two experimental farms. He adopted the plan of shipping in
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hampers of uniform size, twenty-four inches long, fourteen inches wide and ten inches deep. The hamper is lined with green waxed paper, and contains six baskets, holding about half a peck each. The shipping weight of the hamper when filled is about thirty-five pounds. An assortment of from seven to twelve varieties of carefully selected fruits and vegetables is placed in each; and the whole sent by express prepaid, at the uniform price of $1.50 a hamper, netting about $1.05 after deducting expressage and the cost of packing. Others have since taken up Mr. Fullerton's idea and are making a success of it.

PARCELS POST: Those interested in better economic conditions for farmers have long hoped for great things from the establishment of a Parcel Post as a means of bringing the farm into more direct relations with the city consumer. Let us examine briefly the Parcel Post Act which has just gone into effect. The following summary of the law was prepared for publication by Senator Jonathan Bourne, Jr., the author of the bill:

"Any article is mailable if not over 11 pounds in weight nor more than 72 inches in length and girth combined, nor likely to injure the mails or postal equipment or employes.

"Flat rate of 1 cent per ounce up to 4 ounces, regardless of distance.

"Above 4 ounces rates are by the pound or fraction thereof, and varying with distance as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Each additional lb.</th>
<th>11 lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural route and city delivery</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-mile zone</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150-mile zone</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300-mile zone</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600-mile zone</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-mile zone</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-mile zone</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800-mile zone</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 1800 miles</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"The postmaster general may make provision for indemnity, insurance and collection on delivery, with additional
charges for such service, and may, with the consent of the Interstate Commerce Commission, after investigation, modify rates, weights and zone distances, when experience has demonstrated the need therefor."

From the standpoint of a market for farm products, we are not much concerned with the law beyond the rate for the 150-mile zone. In general, we may say that as the law now stands, the weight of package allowed is too small, and the rate per pound too high to make the act of much service in the marketing of farm products. True, the act provides for its own revision; but that revision will depend on whether the majority of the American people, or the well-organized minority which controls the special interests, shall have the greater influence in determining changes. Judging by the history of railway rate regulation in this country, the outlook for the farmer under the new parcel post is not particularly rosy. As it stands at present, the act is of little value except in carrying high-priced butter and eggs and the more expensive small fruits, if these commodities are not debarred as likely to “injure the mail or postal equipment.” The supreme importance of the law lies in the fact that it marks the entering of the thin edge of a wedge which must ultimately mean victory for those who have so long struggled to make our postal system of greater service in promoting public welfare.

The rural route and city delivery provision of the act ought to be of considerable service in marketing. But here again, the limit of eleven pounds will act as a barrier to very extended usefulness. A fair sized fowl would have to be cut and put up into two packages to come under the act. Moreover, for the larger fruits and vegetables, the rate of 15 cents for each eleven pounds is too high. The express company ships Mr. Fullerton’s hamper baskets from the north shore and central part of Long Island, a distance of 70 miles or more, and delivers them throughout New York City at the rate of 25 cents for 35 pounds. Truly, the mills of federal justice grind slowly!

Personally, I do not think that either the Parcel Post or the Home Hamper can ever enter very largely into the solution of our marketing problems. To be sure, their usefulness
might be very much extended through organization. If the farmers were organized in such a way as to maintain producers' publicity departments in the chief centers of consumption, so that lists of farmers ready to ship home hampers could be distributed and kept on file, direct shipment might thereby be greatly stimulated.

But the problem of marketing grows yearly more complex. City populations are growing by leaps and bounds; and at the same time, rural districts show a tendency to specialize problem of getting the farm products to the consumer increasingly difficult. The situation calls for organization among the two classes most concerned—the producers and consumers. When effective organization shall have been accomplished, I believe that a more economical method of distribution than that of direct shipment can readily be found.
CHAPTER III.

AGRICULTURAL CO-OPERATION: THE PROBLEM OF ORGANIZED MARKETING.

CO-OPERATION VERSUS COMPETITION: Farmers first learned the science of successful co-operation in the Old World. I say "science" advisedly; for although co-operation naturally falls within the subject matter of economics, its champions have received but little support from the orthodox exponents of that science. Indeed, the majority of the world's economists are still chasing the old will-o'-the-wisp, free competition. Hence, those for whom competition brought only misery and want, could find little guidance from the economist. They had to grope blindly forward until they hit upon principles and plans which would stand the test of practice. The first step American farmers must take in the march of progress, is to unlearn the economic superstition regarding the all-sufficiency of competition, which has haunted our minds since before the adoption of the Constitution. Competition has its place; but it must be made the servant of association and co-operation.

"Farmers unite!" should be our slogan. The platform upon which we must unite needs but two planks. They are very simple, yet strong enough and broad enough to support a rural civilization the like of which the world has never before known. Briefly, they are these: BETTER EDUCATION, AND BETTER BUSINESS.

Upon these two planks, little, poor-soiled, storm-swept Denmark has raised herself from the verge of national bankruptcy to the front rank of prosperity among European nations. The most progressive of the other European nations have fallen into line, and are trying to adapt the two planks of the Danish platform to their peculiar conditions.

Both planks are essential. Education broadens us, takes us out of ourselves, makes us better mixers by ridding us of suspicion, selfishness, and conceit. When we have learned
to see ourselves as part of a whole which must advance together, or drop into a condition of servitude to the classes already organized,—then, we farmers are ready for better business. Better business means organized business, large-scale business, economically conducted business.

The Farmer’s Independence: Practically the only way in which farmers can achieve these conditions is through co-operation. If they work together no power on earth can excel them in strength. Pulling each for himself, as farmers do today, they are the tools of every other interest. Retail merchants stand together, commission men are associated, railroads are merged, the money power is in the hands of a small group of financiers with a mutual understanding, all of these classes are dependent upon the farmer; and yet they are absolute masters of the whole disorganized mob of farm producers which feeds them. When the farmer wants to sell, they say: “We’ll give you so much, you may take it or leave it, suit yourself.” The farmer wants a binder, he finds that the trust controls the output of binders, and he must pay their price.

Little wonder that all the other interests laud the independence of the farmer! What would they do if the farmers were to follow their example and substitute co-operation for such antiquated independence? Farmers have occasionally been known to do that very thing, even in America. Let us take a few illustrations.

Co-operation Among Grain Growers: In order to see the struggle of the grain growers of the Middle West in its true setting, it will be necessary to take a brief survey of the outstanding features of American economic history since the Panic of 1893. The conditions against which these farmers fought were not peculiar to the grain trade. They were simply one manifestation of the growing pains resulting from a revolution which was nation wide.

The Lesson of American Industrial History: The decade between 1890 and 1900, saw great changes in the organization of American commerce and industry. Old business standards were shattered; and dogmas sanctified by the reverence of five generations of learned economists were held up to derision. From the time of Adam Smith, the principle of free
competition was looked upon as the panacea for every economic ill. Smith himself, a theologian as well as an economist, believed that men, while seeking their selfish interest, were led by an “invisible hand” to serve the best interests of their fellows as will. His faith spread, and found popular expression in the maxim: “Competition is the life of trade.”

Long before 1890, serious doubts had arisen in both Europe and America as to the all-sufficiency of this maxim; but it was left for the period of hard times following the crisis of 1893, to discredit it forever in the American world of industry and commerce. Firms had frequently found it impossible to withstand the tremendous waste of industrial independence and free competition even during good times. Each was bending all its energy toward supplanting and underbidding its competitor. In places where there was no competition, prices soared high enough to compensate for the slaughter rates of competitive centers. But whatever had been the financial distress of competitive waste during good times, it was as nothing compared with the havoc following the panic of 1893. As Professor E. S. Mead, in the introduction to his “Trust Finance,” says: “The aggregate liabilities of failures in manufacturing and trading from 1894 to 1898 exceeded $725,000,000. Many of those who did not fail outright labored under heavy burdens of debt.”

With the bountiful wheat crop and better prices of 1897, the country began to recover. But it soon became evident that a new spirit had taken possession of the business world. Consolidation and co-operation had supplanted the warfare of competition. The so-called trust movement had begun in earnest. Quoting Mead again: “In three years, 1898-1900, one hundred and forty-nine large combinations, with a total capitalization of $3,578,650,000, were formed.”

This movement has been growing ever since, and ever since, have leaders among our statesmen, with typical American lack of historical perspective, been trying to shatter the trusts and bring back the palmy days of free competition. Their efforts will pass into history as one section of the chapter of incidents which will chronicle the bungling attempts of young democracy to get its bearings. Industrial and commer-
cial consolidation has come to stay. The question for the states-
man who is intelligently solicitous for the welfare of our de-
mocracy is not "Shall large combinations exist?" but rather, 
"In what form, and under what limitations of power shall they 
exist?"

The Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890 has concerned itself 
mainly with the former question. For almost a quarter of a 
century now that act has been on trial. Those best acquainted 
with its working, maintain that it has only obscured the prob-
lem by driving a few combinations under ground. The legal 
evidence of their existence has been destroyed. They operate 
now where the law cannot reach them.

The problem for the future is the regulation not the de-
struction of the trusts. We want to get rid of the evil of the 
trust, and preserve the economies of consolidation. One way 
to go about this is for the state, by virtue of its police power, 
to compel publicity, regulate prices, and control the treatment 
of workmen. Another method is for the masses to take over 
the control of industry and commerce, and distribute the prof-
its among the many which have hitherto been appropriated by 
the few. There are many illustrations of this latter method 
in European economic history which we must reserve for fuller 
treatment elsewhere. We have a few American cases which 
are right to the point; one of the best is that afforded as a 
result of the struggle of the grain growers of the Middle 
West with the Elevator Trust.

THE OLD SYSTEM OF GRAIN BUYING: Previous to the cri-
isis of 1893, the buying of the grain throughout the corn and 
wheat belts was in the hands of local dealers. Amongst these 
dealers, there undoubtedly was a varying amount of competi-
tion; though the extent to which it existed and its salutary 
effects have been much magnified by those who pine for the 
good old times which are gone never to return.

The writer was acquainted with the grain business in one 
small town, where the whole system was extremely wasteful. 
Three dealers, each with a separate equipment, were supported 
by a business which one good elevator could easily have han-
dled. It was an open secret among their friends, and was 
perfectly evident to the farmers themselves, that the three
men worked in harmony, agreeing in advance as to how much business each should have, and also regarding the prices to be paid. Farmers living at a distance, who had a choice of marketing centers, were sometimes given an advantage sufficient to attract their patronage. This and other causes occasionally led to discontent; but the dealers were good fellows, who treated frequently, and on the whole, kept the farmers in good humor. Doubless the same conditions existed in hundreds of other small marketing towns of the grain belt.

CONSOLIDATION OF GRAIN ELEVATOR COMPANIES: By 1900, this system of marketing through local dealers, more or less independent of each other, had been almost entirely driven out by systems of elevators owned by large corporations. Some of these corporations were small, comprising only ten to fifteen elevators; while others owned and operated large systems. By 1898, for example, the Peavy Company controlled over 800, Armours operated 700, Councilman had 150, and so on.

Each aimed at the control of the grain trade on a certain line of railway. The representative of the large company entered a town and sought to buy out one of the local dealers. If this failed a new elevator was built; and the local buyers were subjected to a competition which usually required but one season to bring them to terms or ruin. The farmers grasped eagerly at the high prices offered by the new elevator. They had lots of time to repent afterward. Once the local men were put out of business, the trust elevator took it all back, with good interest, in the low prices they paid.

ELEVATOR TRUST FINANCE: The methods by which the corporations extended their powers were similar to those of the trust promoters everywhere, during this period. In a report recently prepared by John F. Sinclair for the Wisconsin Department of State the following quotation occurs: “Charles Peavy, for instance, would go into a town and buy out an elevator for $5,000. This would be put into the Peavy Elevator Company for $11,000 of its stock. Five thousand dollars of this stock, enough to cover the real cost, would be sold out to outsiders, the six thousand dollars or controlling interest remaining in the hands of the company.” Little wonder the movement spread! Still less wonder that the farmers groaned!
Out of them came the money to pay dividends on the $11,000 stock, $6,000 of which was pure water.

But consolidation was not to end here. The trust movement was in the air. Every line of enterprise was looked upon as a fair field. The inducement was not merely the saving of competitive wastes, but the gains possible through the control of prices.

The latter was the goal of the grain-buying monopoly. By 1900, the large corporations had united in the Grain Dealers' Associations of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, the Dakotas and Nebraska. The system was centralized among the owners and operators of the elevators and warehouses of Chicago. It controlled the grain business through committees which met Saturday evenings at Decatur, Illinois; Des Moines, Iowa; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Omaha, Nebraska; and Kansas City, Kansas. These committees determined the maximum prices which were to be paid for grain during the following week. Cards were printed indicating the track bid on various grains for each of the above named cities; and the dealers understood that the card indicating the track bid at Des Moines, for example, set the maximum prices to be paid throughout Iowa.

A system of pooling business was also enforced. Each dealer was allowed to purchase only so much grain; and in case he ran above that amount, he paid into his association penalties, ranging from one cent a bushel for oats, to ten cents a hundred on timothy seed. The amounts so collected, less a small fee of 75 cents a month, were paid over to dealers getting less than their share of business.

It was strongly suspected that the associated dealers were favored by rebates from the railways. An investigation conducted by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the summer of 1906, under a resolution introduced into the Senate by Senator La Follette, failed to disclose a system of rebates. It did show, however, that the large corporations were the recipients of costly favors from the railways at terminal points of their lines of elevators. In some instances the railways purchased elevators, kept them in repair, and gave them free of rent and taxes to large shippers.

Such favors, together with the fact that the various com-
mission men were all cowed by the large corporations, made it almost impossible for an independent buyer to exist.

**The Farmers' Elevator Movement:** Among the farmers, dissatisfaction with the methods of the grain trust was growing rapidly. Their remedy seemed to lie in elevators owned and operated by the farmers. The first successful farmers' elevator in the West was organized at Rockwell, Iowa, in 1889. It immediately felt the full force of competition with the organized dealers. Nevertheless, two other companies were started in 1900; and by 1904, there were thirteen such companies of farmers operating elevators in Iowa.

In almost every case, all sorts of obstacles were thrown in the way of the farmers' elevators. Prices were paid for grain which the farmers' elevators could not meet without losing money on every bushel handled. The railways also made progress difficult for the farmers' companies. Besides the favors shown large terminal buyers, referred to above, they sometimes made it very difficult to obtain suitable sites for farmers' elevators; and were also accused of discrimination in the promptness with which cars were supplied, and shipments carried through to their destination. The commission merchants were all afraid to handle the grain from the farmers' elevators, lest they should be boycotted by the members of the grain dealers associations. Since the farmers' elevators also undertook the purchase of supplies of coal, lumber and other staple commodities for their members, they roused the opposition of the coal and lumber dealers, and retail merchants' associations.

All this opposition was probably the best thing possible for the farmers' elevator movement. It roused the fighting blood of the rural community, and the farmers determined to win out. In most cases they doggedly refused the high prices of the line elevators, and took what their own association was able to pay for grain. In others, they imitated the penalty clause of the associated grain dealers. They permitted their members to sell to the elevator which offered higher prices than the traffic would bear, on condition that they paid the excess into the treasury of their own association. A penalty of one-half to one and one-half cents a bushel, exacted from
members selling to outsiders, has been sufficient to save the co-operative elevator from ruin.

The opposition of the railways and commission men declined in proportion as the farmers' elevators increased in number. There are now over 1,800 of these in the Middle West. Commission men vie with each other for a share of their business, wholesale houses solicit their patronage, and the railways are glad to handle their traffic.

Elevators are organized with a paid up capital varying from $5,000 to $20,000. The average farmers' elevator of Iowa, with a capacity of 20,000 to 25,000 bushels, costs from $4,000 to $5,000. Over and above the cost of building, from $2,000 to $3,000 in cash is required as working capital in the grain business; and much more is needed where a retail department for coal, lumber and other supplies is run in connection.

Most of the farmers' elevators are organized as ordinary corporations with the shares of stock ranging from $25 to $100. The only co-operative features consist in the limitation of stock ownership and voting power. In most cases, stock ownership is limited to ten shares per member; and each shareholder has but one vote regardless of his holdings. But grain is bought outright at a fair price from both members and non-members, and the profits distributed among the shareholders. The newer organizations, however, are adopting the true principle of co-operation. They pay a fair rate of interest on the investment in capital stock, and rebate the profits to the farmers in proportion to the amount of grain they have sold through the elevator. This must come to be the rule if the co-operative movement is to be permanently successful.

The business of the elevators of Iowa may be taken as affording a fair indication of their importance to the farmers of the state. In 1911 they bought and shipped nearly 65,000,000 bushels of grain, handled 200,000 tons of coal, and nearly $750,000 worth of lumber, besides quantities of feed, flour, farm machinery, sugar and other articles of consumption.

A report received just as we go to press, January 1, 1913, informs us that there are 375 of these elevators at present in operation within the State of Iowa. Mr. Curtis G. Messerole
of Gowrie, Iowa, who has borne the brunt of the struggle with the elevator combines from the beginning, writes to the effect that since victory has been assured, there is a tendency on the part of the farmers to lose interest. Let us hope that this may not be the case; for if it should be, the chances are that the rising generation will have the whole expensive battle to fight over again. Live, devoted leadership may keep this generation aroused; and at the same time may provide for the future of the co-operative cause by linking with it the other plank in the rural worker's platform: better education. Thorough, all-round educational privileges for our boys and girls today will make the problem of organization simple for the next generation.

**Marketing Wheat on the Pacific Coast:** In our Northwestern wheat belt, the Farmers' Educational and Co-operative Union has been the champion of farmers' rights. This organization is of Southern origin. The charter of the first local Union, organized in Raines County, Texas, bears the date of August 28, 1902. It arose as a desperate effort at self-help on the part of cotton planters, who were oppressed by one of the most wasteful systems of marketing, and by the most burdensome rural credit facilities over known in this country. Retail dealers in fertilizers and other farm supplies, made advances on the crops before they were sown; and as additional security, took a mortgage on the goods and chattels of the borrowing farmer. Outrageous prices for supplies and high rates of interest were sucking the very life blood out of the average farmer.

Out of this desperate condition grew the Farmers' Union. It is primarily a great business organization, devoted to the buying and selling of agricultural products, and the purchase of farm supplies. The center of its economic activity is the farmers' warehouse. To the warehouse, growers bring their products, whatever they may be; and either have them sold directly; or if the products be grain, cotton, or tobacco, and present prices are unsatisfactory, the commodities may be left in storage until such time as the markets are more favorable. On the security of the warehouse receipts, credit may be obtained on more reasonable terms than was possible under the
old system, although there is still vast room for improvement in the facilities for rural credit everywhere in America, and above all, throughout the South. The warehouse is also the center from which farm supplies are distributed co-operately at actual cost; but of this we shall treat more fully in the next chapter.

The new organization brought instant relief from some of the worst evils; and in consequence, grew rapidly in membership and popularity. The Farmers Educational and Cooperative Union is now a national organization of farmers, with twenty different State Unions, and Locals operating in a number of others. It is everywhere securing better prices and cheaper supplies and is pledged to fight for more adequate and cheaper credit facilities for agriculture. Reports indicate that it is a strong factor in promoting greater prosperity among farmers.

The warehouse method of handling grain in sacks, which prevails throughout the wheat belt of the Pacific Coast, offered the Farmers' Union a splendid opportunity to extend its field of operations. The old system of corporation owned warehouses was even more burdensome than the line elevator system described above. The statement was recently made in public by one thoroughly acquainted with the old system, that the buyers exacted a tribute of 10 cents on every bushel of wheat passing through their hands.

The Farmers' Union began organizing warehouses, financed in much the same way as the farmers' elevators of the Middle West. The same forms of opposition developed, with almost identical results. The farmers triumphed; and today, the "Inland Empire" is dotted with farmers' warehouses. There are twenty-nine or thirty such warehouses operating in Oregon alone.

The Local Unions of Oregon, Washington and Idaho maintain their own terminal grain agencies at Seattle and Portland. During the fiscal year ending June 1, 1912, these agencies handled 3,000,000 bushels of wheat. The farmers marketing through the Union agencies made a clear gain of more than four cents a bushel over prices paid where there were no farmers' warehouses, or a total of over $120,000. But this does
not tell the whole story by any means. Wherever a farmers' warehouse existed, the old dealers were compelled to come to time and pay the same prices as the Union buyer. Hence, this $120,000 probably represents but a fraction of the money which has found its way into the producers' pockets as a result of the activity of the Farmers' Union.

Co-operative Marketing of Dairy Products: There is no commodity made in which more depends upon the making than it does in the case of dairy products. In Denmark, the country which has led the world in scientific dairying, greater stress has been laid on quality than on the purely business side of marketing. Since 1900, the use of the Horn Trademark upon all Danish butter marketed has been obligatory. The quality of the butter sold under this trademark is maintained by a federation of 1,300 dairies, whose members guard the reputation of the horn brand as they do the national honor itself. The presumption is that the reputation of the brand is the most fundamental consideration in marketing.

Nevertheless, there were in 1909, six co-operative associations, in which 225 dairies pooled their product for export. These societies perform for their members the function which formerly supported a host of middlemen. They place their product directly upon the British market.

In this country, such marketing organizations have gained but little foothold. In most cases, butter and cheese are consigned to commission men and jobbers, who use their own discretion in making sales. Some beginnings of co-operative marketing there are, to be sure. One of the best illustrations is that of the Tillamook cheese factories, which we had occasion to notice in our chapter on production. Speaking of his work, Secretary-Salesman Haberlach says: "Our method of doing business has proven successful for us over here, largely because the same has been placed on a business footing at the beginning. If each factory were to try to sell its own cheese and do only a local business, we would be cut off from car shipments and would have only a small market. As it is, we can distribute our goods from Bellingham to San Diego, and as far east as Kalispel and Missoula. We sell to wholesalers and jobbers, not to retailers."
It must also be remembered that the Tillamook sales agency enables its members to purchase as well as sell in car lots. The savings on salt, paper, boxes, machinery, etc., go a long way toward meeting the expense of the marketing department.

Marketing of Eggs: There are few branches of rural marketing more neglected than that of poultry products. Consequently there is no branch of agriculture in which the waste from inefficient marketing is greater. Dirty and clean eggs, bad, middling and good eggs, stale and fresh eggs, white and brown eggs, are dumped promiscuously into baskets or boxes and jiggled over rough roads to the nearest grocer's. The required will depend on the equipment and the volume and kind farmer gets a price which makes allowance for all contingencies; and the retailer ships the unassorted lot to the nearest commission man. The latter dumps the consignment upon some jobber or wholesaler, who either sorts and grades the eggs, or sells them to a retailer as they come; in which case, the city housewife must be prepared for surprises and varied experience. Where the grocer or wholesale dealer undertakes to spare his patrons by testing the eggs before placing them on the retail market, many a case proves a gloomy illustration of the scriptural allusion to the judgment day in which "many are called but few chosen."

This is a condition which ought not so to be. In Denmark, co-operative egg marketing societies have proven very successful. They collect, candle, grade, pack and export about 27 per cent of the eggs of the country. Every egg must be stamped with the date it was laid and the association number of the member. In case a bad egg is sent in it can be readily traced, and the farmer is fined $1.25 for each offense. Thus, the reputation of the society is maintained; and Danish eggs command the highest price on the British market.

Co-operative egg marketing has made but little progress in this country. The report by John F. Sinclair, already quoted, gives an account of one such organization in Minnesota, and another in Wisconsin. The Minnesota organization, which began with a membership of 70 farmers, has now been in successful operation for three years; and has 250 members.
enrolled. The following quotation from Mr. Sinclair’s report summarizes its method of operation: “Each member signed a contract not to bring in eggs over seven days old, to put them in carton boxes, containing one dozen eggs each, stamped with the producers’ name and the date. The eggs in each carton are required to be of uniform size and color. The very large and the very small eggs are not marketed. These eggs are then taken to the manager of the association, who disposes of them directly to the retail grocery stores in the Twin Cities. He is paid one cent a dozen for his work. The association guarantees each carton in a printed form on the box as follows: ‘Eggs in this package, if they have our trade mark on them, are guaranteed to be strictly fresh, clear and of uniform size; and if found otherwise, we wish you would do us the favor to report it, giving number found on egg or carton, and such eggs will be replaced free of charge.’ ”

As a result of their organization, the association has been able to obtain an average of five cents a dozen more than was obtained for miscellaneously marketed eggs. This meant a gain of $3,000 on the 60,000 dozen eggs marketed through the society in 1911.

Quite recently the Poultry Department of the New York State College of Agriculture has taken the lead in organizing a co-operative association for the marketing of poultry products from the farms about Ithica. The success of the experiment remains to be seen.

This is a matter to which Oregon farmers could well afford to give more attention. The poultry products of the state amount to $7,250,000 annually, a sum half a million dollars greater than the value of our fruit crop. Oregon apples have made the state famous; but who ever heard of the Oregon hen? Perhaps a few know something of the record of Miss Corvallis; but the multitude of faithful, scratching, cackling workers which adds seven and a quarter millions to the wealth of the state, has just reason to feel neglected. The reason lies mainly in the fact that apple growers have for years been organized for purposes of marketing, while chicken raisers have not.

The Co-operative Marketing of Fruits and Vegetables: In the chapter on Production, we had occasion to no-
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notice the function of fruit and vegetable growers associations in securing better yields and standard grades of fruits and vegetables. We saw that most of these associations own packing sheds, warehouses or other storage plants. All the operations of growing, picking, grading, packing, pre-cooling, storage and shipping properly belong to production rather than to marketing. But without strict attention to the whole process of production, no marketing scheme can be permanently successful. Indeed, the large measure of success which these associations have had both in this country and in Canada, has been very largely due to the incentive they have given to the application of scientific methods in the growing and preparation of the products they handle.

ADVANTAGES OF CO-OPERATION: Bulletin No. 37 of the University of Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, entitled "Co-operation Among Fruit Growers," summarizes the advantages of co-operation as follows:

1. "Enabling the small grower to ship in car lots.
2. "Distributing the crop so as to prevent gluts in the markets.
3. "Enabling the growers to establish a brand that will be known and sought in the markets, thus insuring better prices.
4. "Making possible better business methods in dealing with the fruit buyers, transportation companies, etc.
5. "Enabling a community to make use of varieties of fruit that for any reason might not be desirable except in small quantities.
6. "Better equipment for handling the crop for a section.
7. "Insuring better care of orchards.
8. "Giving greater general business ability."

DIFFICULTIES TO BE OVERCOME: Alongside of this list, we may place that of the "difficulties in the way of co-operation":

1. "The fact that independent growers who do not help support the association get many of the benefits received by the members.
2. "The difficulty of keeping the quality of the goods handled by the association as high as the quality of goods
that would be handled by the best growers working independently.

(3) "Crop failures that get the association out of working order on off years.

(4) "A spirit of envy and lack of confidence and support of the managers by the members."

Doubtless some of these difficulties will persist so long as human nature remains what it is. But they will grow less and less in proportion as ignorance, the arch-enemy of the human race, is over come.

THE FINANCING OF ASSOCIATIONS: In order to work efficiently all the growers' associations need capital. The amount of business to be transacted. It takes capital to build and fit up packing houses and storage plants. Working funds are also needed to pay wages and other running expenses; and besides, there should be a cash surplus sufficient to advance part of the value of the products as they are supplied by members.

To obtain the necessary capital, the commonest and most successful method employed in this country is the issue of shares of stock. Methods of stock holding and the voting power of members vary greatly, however. Some associations confine their issue of stock strictly to growers, limit the amount which each member may hold, confine dividends to a reasonable interest on the investment, and permit but one vote per member regardless of the amount of stock owned. Such societies exhibit the form of co-operative organization which seems best adapted to American conditions and ideals. They usually distribute all net profits to patrons in proportion to the amount of products each has sold through the association. In order to offer an incentive for all growers to enter the organization, members receive a higher percentage of profits than is paid non-members.

But this is by no means the only method of financing and operating a growers' association. In fact, all shades of deviation might be pointed out, ranging all the way from pure co-operation to the ordinary corporation. Let us, for example, compare the finance systems of the two growers' associations mentioned in the chapter on production: our local society, the
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Benton County Growers' Association and the Eugene Fruit Growers' Association.

In the former the share capital goes but a little way toward supplying funds. Anyone can become a member of the Benton organization by purchasing a share of stock for one dollar. The membership includes bankers, merchants, teachers—in fact, anyone who cares to part with a dollar may be admitted; and no member may hold more than one share of stock, nor have more than one vote. Most of the working capital is raised on the notes of the association, bearing interest at 8 per cent. These notes are held by a constituency even more varied than the membership. The whole plan of finance is a rather mixed up affair; but seems to have been made necessary by the lack of confidence among the growers. The Benton County farmers are abundantly able to finance their own association; and it is to be hoped that they may soon get behind it and make it their own. Only by so doing can it be permanently successful.

All fruit brought to the association is either packed and sold fresh, or canned. A member is advanced a certain percentage of the estimated value of his product soon after it is received. Out of the remainder of the proceeds are paid running expenses, and interest on the notes outstanding. One per cent of net sales is placed in a sinking fund, and the rest is returned pro rata to the farmers who supplied the products. It is expected that the sinking fund will meet the notes of the association as they fall due.

The Eugene association is quite differently organized. It is frankly a corporation capitalized at $25,000, of which amount $20,000 of the stock has been sold. The shares sell at their par value of $10; and the purchase of one share entitles a man to the privileges of membership in the association. The dividends paid on stock are determined each year by the stockholders; but they must not exceed ten per cent in any year. As a matter of fact, only six per cent has thus far been paid.

The association operates three departments. All products delivered are inspected and assigned to one or other of these departments, to be packed and sold fresh, dried, or canned, as the case may be. The grower is given a weight slip showing
the kind of fruit, the number of pounds and the grade. Actual expenses of packing, shipping, etc., in addition to five per cent to meet general running expenses and stock dividends, are deducted from the proceeds of each delivery. The remainder is returned to the grower.

The policy of the Eugene association is determined by the regular corporation plan of stock voting. That is, each share has one vote, and a majority vote of the shares decides all questions brought before the stockholders. An amendment to the by-laws of March 26, 1910, limits the number of shares which one grower may hold or vote to five hundred; and at the same time, another clause was added stating that dividends on stock should not exceed ten per cent.

This is far from true co-operation; and may some time result in the control of the association in the interest of stockholders instead of for the general benefit of the producers. Practically all the stock, it is true, is held by actual growers. But experience does not indicate that the farmer who sees the opportunity of living upon dividends exacted from the products of another's toil, is any more proof against temptation than his brother of the Express monopoly or of the Standard Oil.

So while we frame our Constitutions of pious resolves, let's aid in their fulfilment by incorporating the truly co-operative basis: fair interest on capital invested, and the distribution of net profits among patrons in proportion to business done. Such a safeguard obviates the necessity of much repetition of the prayer: "Lead us not into temptation." Still, a corporation, composed of and supported by growers is more desirable than a co-operative organization in which the farmers have not sufficient interest to shoulder their own financial burden, when they are abundantly able to do so.

SELLING METHODS: The great majority of the growers' marketing associations have improved but little upon the local dealer in selling their products. They have saved the profits which formerly went to a number of local middlemen; and where a monopoly or combination among local dealers made excessive gains, the injustice has been eliminated through co-operation. But like local dealers, the co-operative associations have had to take whatever commission men chose to give them.
They have attempted to select the middlemen to whom they sell more carefully than is possible in the cases of an individual shipper; but on the whole, they have brought but little relief from the evils pointed out in our discussion of commission men in the previous chapter.

Co-operative Exchanges: The next step in the elimination of competitive waste is taken where co-operative associations co-operate with each other in larger selling organizations. An illustration of this was found on a small scale in the case of the Tillamook cheese selling agency, referred to above. There are several examples of still more effective systems found among growers.

Marketing California Citrus Fruit: The most highly organized of these associations is that of the citrus fruit growers of California. At present 115 local growers' organizations are affiliated in 17 district exchanges; and these unite to form the California Fruit Growers' Exchange. This big exchange is governed by a board of directors, one of which is elected by each of the district exchanges. It sells 60 per cent of the citrus fruit crop of the state. During the last business year (1911-12) it handled 24,000 cars of fruit or 9,000,000 boxes, valued at $17,000,000 f. o. b. California, or about $25,000,000 delivered.

These enormous sales enable the exchange carefully to supervise the distribution of the product. The United States and Canada have been districted, so that a definite territory is placed in charge of a salaried agent of the exchange. About 70 of these agents give their entire time an attention to pushing the sale of citrus fruits. Of these, three are general agents, who round up the district salesmen and see to it that they give efficient service.

By means of its agents and its telegraph and telephone service, the exchange acts as an intelligence bureau, through which every grower may obtain exact daily information regarding market conditions for citrus fruits in all parts of the world.

The exchange spends $150,000 a year in advertising alone. Such an outlay looks large in the aggregate; but on over seventeen million dollars in sales, it means less than nine-tenths
of one per cent. It is an expenditure which benefits every citrus fruit grower in the state, whether belonging to the exchange or not. It has been made necessary by the rapid increase in production. When the organization movement began in 1885, the citrus fruit output of the state amounted to only 1,000 cars a year. At present the product is over 40,000 cars annually and is constantly increasing. Only the most careful working of the whole field of consumption makes the distribution of this increasing output possible.

The big exchange is purely a selling agency. It has practically no need of capital, as its expenses are met out of sales. Its capital stock is nominal, one share being purchased by each district exchange. Its aim is not to make profits or pay dividends, but simply to sell the fruit of its members to the best advantage. From the proceeds of sales is deducted the exact cost of operation. The rest is returned to the growers.

**The Fruit Growers' Supply Company:** Closely associated with the exchange is the Fruit Growers' Supply Company, capitalized at half a million dollars. This is strictly a co-operative enterprise, in which the local associations own stock in proportion to the amount of fruit they handle. The Supply Company purchases box material, nails, wrapping paper, sprays, fertilizers, etc., in enormous quantities. The material required for the 9,000,000 boxes of oranges sold last year, for example, amounted to 1,800 carloads of lumber. The local associations are able to reap the advantage of all the economies of the largest scale business, and thus obtain their supplies at very low cost.

**The Citrus Protective League:** Independently organized, yet embracing eighty per cent of the citrus fruit industry of the state, is the Citrus Protective League. The league is the watch dog which guards the citrus grower against all that threatens his welfare. It works for a high tariff on foreign citrus fruits, struggles with the railways for lower rates, and promotes legislation for the control of citrus fruit diseases. Its success in all of these fields well exemplifies the truth of the old adage, "In union there is strength."

**Other Prominent Marketing Organizations:** Other examples of marketing organizations, which are working along
similar lines to those of the big California Exchange, are the Florida Citrus Exchange, with headquarters at Tampa, Florida; and the Eastern Shore of Virginia Produce Exchange, with its central office at Onley, Virginia. The former is struggling hard to accomplish for Florida what the California Fruit Growers’ Exchange is doing for its members. The latter is the greatest of our American truck marketing organizations.

This exchange was incorporated in 1900, and now has about thirty-five subdivisions, or local exchanges, handling close upon seventy per cent of the products of the two counties forming the peninsula on the Maryland side of the Chesapeake Bay. The output consists mainly of berries and sweet and white potatoes. All products are inspected and carefully graded before shipping; the trade-marked brands of the association have an established reputation which makes sales comparatively easy. The exchange has its own agents at the large marketing centers, such as Chicago, Buffalo, Boston, Cincinnati and Toronto, Canada. It has also a long list of commission houses which have been approved, and appointed agents in New York, Philadelphia and other cities. Through its purchasing department, the members of the exchange obtain barrels, crates, fertilizers, sprays, etc., at wholesale rates.

We might indefinitely add to our list of illustrations of organized marketing of American farm products. Many scattered local Granges are engaged in marketing certain commodities for their members. The American Society of Equity, and the Gleaners are also strong organizations of farmers throughout the North Central States operating systems of warehouses on much the same plan as the Farmers’ Union. It would be interesting to examine the work of each of these associations; but the limits imposed on this bulletin forbid further detail.

Besides, we have already covered cases amply sufficient to satisfy even the most sceptical that what European farmers have accomplished, American farmers are also capable of doing. We have also found that organized marketing, when properly managed, is a paying proposition for the farmer.

But even if all American farmers were organized into well managed marketing associations, we doubt whether the
problem of satisfactory prices could be thereby fully solved. The farmer can scarcely be expected to take charge of the process of distributing products within the great centers of consumption. That is and ought to be the city man’s affair. But so long as the city man manages his business so extravagantly, it will be impossible to pay the farmer what he ought to receive. The New York State Food Investigating Commission showed that the producer gets only $40 out of every $100 which the consumer has to pay for food. Most of the other $60 is added in the distributing process within the city itself. The consumer is already paying more than he can afford. Hence, it looks as if a general betterment of prices for the farmer must depend upon a curtailment of extravagance within the city.

We believe a satisfactory adjustment of farm prices can only be finally accomplished by an organization of city consumers as thoroughly and carefully managed as the marketing associations of farmers. Then the representatives of the two parties most vitally interested, the producers and the consumers, can meet face to face, and bargain to their mutual advantage. Such a scheme is actually in operation between the organized farmers of Ireland and the associated consumers of the English Rochdale Stores. To outline their plan of co-operation cannot form part of our present treatment of marketing. The essentials of the system, however, will be apparent from the study of supply, as outlined in the following chapter.
CHAPTER IV.

THE PURCHASE OF FARM SUPPLIES.

IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMICAL PURCHASING: There is no better index of the efficiency of a business than the record of its purchasing department. The buyer for a large firm is usually a man of extraordinary ability. His knowledge of human nature, of the fundamental economic forces determining prices, must be so thorough as to constitute his vocation a distinct profession. Upon his judgment may hang the whole question of whether the balance sheet at the end of the year is to indicate a profit or a loss. Hence it is, that a large corporation seldom hesitates over a few thousand dollars more or less when it is a question of obtaining a strong man for the head of its purchasing department. It can well afford a good salary for the right man. A shrewd buyer for one of our Western railroads has been known to save his company over $25,000 on a single deal.

Now while opportunities for saving on purchases of the average farmer look insignificant beside those of a railway corporation, economy is just as essential in the one case as in the other. Inefficient marketing, as we have seen, on the one hand, and wasteful buying on the other, are the Scylla and Charybdis between which many a farmer's boat founders.

GENERAL CRITICISM: Selling and buying are complementary terms. The seller views this operation from one angle, the buyer from another. Moreover, all men are buyers, and most men are sellers as well, either of goods or services. Some men buy wholesale and sell retail; but someone has pointed out that the farmer is the only man who sells wholesale and buys retail. This is not strictly true, as we shall see later; but it serves to emphasize a fundamental weakness in the business relations of the farming class. It means this: The farmer gets the lowest prices at which his commodities are ever quoted; and he usually pays the highest prices for the things he buys.
Then, too, all that we said in our discussion of marketing, regarding the overcrowding of the middleman’s vocation applies with equal force here. The farmer has been fondly imagining that he must have competition in order to get reasonable prices. He forgets that this is a rule which works both ways. It is true that the single hardware store in a town catering to a rural community may charge monopoly prices. But, on the other hand, where there are five or six hardware stores in a neighborhood whose wants could be supplied by one, it means that the farmers must keep up five or six establishments with all their costly advertising, store-rent, clerk hire, etc., where one could supply all their needs. You Mr. Farmer are the one who pays for keeping up all that superfluous equipment. We do not hesitate to affirm that in the average country town the number of implement and machine agents, hardwares, grocers, and other middlemen catering to the farm trade is usually three or four times as great as it should be. The question is what can the farmer do about it?

BUYING ON CREDIT: The costliness of the whole system of purchasing farm supplies is very much increased because of the vast amount of business done on time. Buying on credit is very common among the business men of the mercantile and industrial classes. With them it is much less expensive than for the farmers; and for the very simple reason that reputable merchants can always secure bank credit on easy terms. Hence, as a general rule, it is quite immaterial whether they buy goods on credit or use bank credit to pay cash for supplies. The farmer, on the other hand, must generally choose between the country usurer with his exorbitant rates of interest, and the only reputable source open to him, the merchant who will sell him supplies on time. Thus, the available interest rates determine the advantage to which goods can be purchased on credit. The alternative for the business man is the open account on which he pays four to five per cent on whatever amount he requires for whatever time he needs it. For the farmer, the alternative is a fixed time loan bearing eight to ten, or even as high as fifteen per cent interest in some of the newer sections of our Western states.

As a general rule there is little choice between the usury
of the dealer who sells on time, and that of the money lender. The man who buys implements, machinery or supplies on a credit plan probably pays about the same rates as he who borrows under the imperfect credit facilities now open to the American farmer.

UNFAIRNESS TO THE FARMER: There are, moreover, two elements of unfairness in the present system of purchasing which must be noticed. In the first place the man who pays cash is generally unable to secure any better terms than he who buys on time. In fact, most stores even discriminate in favor of the credit customer, by giving the same prices as to cash patrons and adding some gift each time a payment is made on account. The reason given by merchants for this discrimination is two-fold. They say that credit customers are not only more regular in their patronage, but that they buy much more freely and extravagantly than customers who pay spot cash. However this may be, it is unfair inasmuch as it shoulders upon the cash paying customer not only a share of the cost of the credit extended to his reckless neighbor, but the loss from his numerous bad debts as well.

The other element of unfairness which we have in mind, is one which bears especially upon the farmer who buys his supplies in city or town stores. These stores are forced to charge high prices. The high prices are made necessary, partly because the field is overcrowded with middlemen, as we noticed above, and partly on account of the lack of business sense among city housewives. The habit of ordering by telephone in very small quantities at all hours of the day, keeps thousands of men and teams on the run delivering goods. The trading-stamp fad, bargain counters, bargain days, and expensive advertising add greatly to the cost of doing business. All these things have to be paid for out of the selling price of the goods. Hence it is, as the New York State Food Investigation Commission has shown, that food costing 350 millions a year landed in New York City, costs 500 millions a year when it reaches the consumers' kitchens. Every town in America has a similar element of waste in its distributive process. Now, the farmer gets no benefit from the city delivery system which adds from 5 to 15 per cent to the selling price of goods. He
experiences little of the gambler’s passion which thrills the city housewife in her innocent chase after trading stamp and bargain counter adventure. Yet, with every purchase he makes, he pays part of the expense of keeping up this costly and irrational system by which the city food supply is distributed.

**WHAT CAN THE FARMER DO ABOUT IT?** From the foregoing it appears that the present system of purchasing farm supplies is needlessly wasteful and expensive; and the question naturally arises as to whether a satisfactory remedy for existing conditions can be found. Thousands of farmers throughout the country have already answered in the affirmative; and claim they have found relief in making the bulk of their purchases through mail-order houses.

These large firms are usually models of efficiency condensed into the smallest space possible. They practice all the economies of large scale business; and have a minimum of the waste associated with the average city store. Hence, they are able to sell at rates which represent a saving to their customers even after the payment of heavy freight charges. The operation of even our present moderate parcel post system will add greatly to the trade of the mail order houses. The country merchants foresaw this, and were bitterly opposed to the act.

**ATTITUDE OF RETAIL MERCHANTS TO PARCEL POST:** A great deal of unadulterated drivel has recently been written condemning the retail merchants for their attitude. They were told for example in the November issue of one of our best known farmers’ magazines that, “The new law is decidedly in their favor;” and the writer draws a happy picture of coffee, butter, tobacco, books and stationery, and even nails in five or ten pound lots being loaded upon the rural free delivery and piled at the farmers’ gates. I wonder if the writer ever learned the simplest mental arithmetic? Granting that the rural free delivery will carry some merchandise from local stores to farmers, it can never be profitable except in case of emergency; and the extent to which it is used will be a measure of the farmer’s business inefficiency. A very little figuring on local prices and postal rates will show that the class of goods above men-
tioned, if sent out by rural free delivery will have from 10% to 100% added to prices already too high.

Then how is the city delivery and rural route feature going to benefit the local dealer? As far as we can see, most of the orders he gets for rural free delivery would have come to him any way. On the other hand, let us ask: what about the efficiency of the zone system in protecting the local dealer against the mail order business? We answer in a word. Our present parcel post act will not affect dealers in the heavier cheaper commodities which make up the bulk of the trade in such lines as the grocery and hardware business. But in most lines of clothing and dry-goods, the local dealer will find himself face to face with a competition which will either compel him to handle goods on a smaller margin of profit or drive him out of business altogether, especially after the rates are reduced, as they undoubtedly will be.

The new bill favors the mail order houses by the difference between the old express charges and the new parcel post rates. In most cases, the express rates are still lower than those of the parcel post; but on light packages of dry goods, the new law offers some advantage. A ten pound suit of clothes from Chicago to Corvallis, would cost by express, $1.40; while by parcel post, the rate on the same suit would be $1.01; or, adding the 10 cents insurance charge, $1.11. The difference would be still greater in the case of lighter packages; but for most of the business which requires rapid transit, the express rates are much lower than those of the parcel post.

Although there is no general reduction in rates, let it not be assumed that the present parcel post is to be condemned as a failure. To be sure, it is not what we hope it may soon be. But, as has been frequently pointed out, it is the best parcel post measure that could have been secured from last Congress. Perhaps, too, it is a safe way to begin. Where such radical changes are involved it is best to make haste slowly. The virtues of the act are two-fold; first, it gives the farmers a system of parcel delivery which the express companies never extended them; and second, it marks a great moral victory for the whole American people, placing the rights of the many above the privilege of the few.
It is from this point of view that we must judge the case of the retail merchant. The economist is concerned only with the problem of how to eliminate inefficiency and waste. What he wants to see is every man filling the place where he can accomplish most toward making this earth a better place to live in. In our state, with its wealth of undeveloped resources, we would gladly see one-half, if not three-quarters of our retail merchants forced into other occupations. Such a change would greatly add to our general prosperity. The readjustment would undoubtedly cause some immediate hardship, but ultimately the whole state would be better off. If the parcel post does anything toward reducing our surplus of retail middlemen, it will have performed a lasting service.

**Effect of Mail Order Business on Community Development:** The next question that arises is: how is the development of the mail order business going to affect rural communities? First, on the score of economy, the amount paid out for postage, money-orders, freight and express in the course of a year, would in most communities be sufficient to meet a large share of the expense of a more economical system of supply. In the second place, the more business which is sent away, the less incentive there is to the building up of a strong social and economic center such as should focus the intellectual, social and economic life of the rural neighborhood.

This raises our final question: how can the farmer keep his business at home, and still get his supplies at reasonable prices? The answer has already been anticipated in our discussion of co-operative production and co-operative marketing. Both these kinds of association do some purchasing of supplies at wholesale prices; and from this beginning, it is but a short step to the formation of a separate society for the purchase of supplies. From the standpoints of business training, and community conservation, there is no venture better worth a trial than the co-operative purchase of supplies.

**Advantages of Co-operative Supply:** Indeed, for purposes of promoting the economic organization of rural communities, any association which has a purchasing department possesses certain advantages over all other forms of co-operation. In the first place, its results are immediate, and easily
grasped, even by those whose business training has been neglected.

This is essential if the proposition is to appeal to the average farmer. He is apt to be very suspicious and cautious when asked to help finance a creamery, a cannery or a warehouse. Its success is not yet assured. Its promised advantages belong to the vague possibilities of the seasons yet to be born; and the farmer’s vocation is not such as to establish confidence in the business man’s habit of discounting the future. He has never been able to predict a year ahead with any accuracy either the yield of his crop or the prices he will receive for it. He has seen potatoes selling at a dollar a bushel when he had few to spare, and the very next year, when he has a large supply, the price is so low as scarcely to pay for the digging. So it has happened with different farm products, over and over again; and consequently, the farmer has grown inherently suspicious of most schemes which make promises for the future. Hence, the difficulty of getting any organization started which demands a present sacrifice for a future gain.

This difficulty, however, does not loom so large in the case of co-operative buying with a view to saving the middlemen’s profit. There are so many things that the farmer needs every month of the year. He knows exactly what he has been paying for them. If an association is formed to get such supplies at wholesale prices, it makes no strain upon his imagination to see just where he benefits through co-operation. If he saves $10.00 or $20.00 in buying his season’s coal, the same on his twine supply, $30.00 on his year’s sacks, or $100.00 in buying feed for his dairy herd, it takes but little arithmetic and book-keeping to figure out what his society has saved him in the course of the year. If his share of the expense of running the organization has been $20; and it has saved him $180 during the year in lower prices on purchases, he knows instantly that he is better off by $160 from having been a member of the association. Under such circumstances he will usually be a loyal supporter of the farmers’ society.

Hence it is, that the backbone of many of our most successful farmers’ organizations for purposes of production lies in their co-operative purchasing departments. This is true of
creamerries, cow-testing societies, fruit growers’ associations, co-operative warehouses, grain elevators, and many others. These are uniformly most loyally supported where they save their members most in buying their supplies. Let us take a few illustrations which bring this out more clearly.

**Supply Through Cow-Testing Associations:** Few if any co-operative societies are more difficult to maintain continuously than are cow-testing associations. Most farmers who have their cows tested for a season, consider that they know the relative productivity of the members of their herds, and refuse to continue the organization. Now it takes but little insight into the needs of our American dairying communities to convince us that a temporary cow-test of one season goes but a little way toward solving the problems of the dairy farm. What is needed is a permanent society with continuous records, showing progress from year to year, inculcating a community pride, and promoting a healthy rivalry among dairymen. When farmers have once caught the true co-operative spirit, there is no difficulty in securing this permanence; but in the meantime any extra incentive to co-operative loyalty is desirable.

There is no surer method of cementing the members to their organization than that of co-operative buying. Some one or two commodities are selected which all the farmers need, and these are purchased in wholesale quantities. This keeping of records and the purchase of supplies are often successfully combined in the cow-testing association. Professor R. W. Redman of the University of Maine writes concerning two societies in his state: “In one cow-test association, the purchase of grass seed enabled them to save nearly money enough to run the whole association for a year; and at the same time, the members obtained a much better grade of seed than was offered on the local market. Another association purchased during the winter, 16 car-loads of grain, and 3 cars of pressed hay co-operatively, thereby saving nearly $1500. Other illustrations might be cited from the experience of cow-testing associations both in this country and abroad. The suggestion is worthy of careful consideration; for not only is the much-to-be-desired permanence of the society secured, but the equally
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important end of education in the principles of co-operation is attained at the same time.

Co-operative supply forms an important side line in many other branches of agricultural organization. In our account of the Farmers' Elevator Movement in the preceding chapter, we had occasion to refer to the immense savings which the farmers make through the co-operative purchase of such farm necessities as coal, lumber, machinery, wire fencing, posts, tile, flour and feed. The saving on these commodities in many cases goes a long way toward meeting the expense of the organization.

In like manner, the co-operative purchase of boxes, crates, spraying material, seeds, and fertilizers, forms the back-bone of most of our progressive fruitgrowers and truck-gardeners' associations.

THE PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY: Many similar illustrations could be given from the activity of our great organization for the social and educational betterment of rural life, the Patrons of Husbandry. In general, it may be said, however, that ever since the reverses which followed the ill-timed and headlong rush into all sorts of co-operative enterprise which marked the early period of its history, the Grange has held timidly aloof from any systematic program of economic co-operation. Such ultra-conservatism results from an entire lack of historic perspective. Grange leaders fail to see that the ventures of the period between 1870 and 1898, were of a piece with the frenzied finance and economic unrest which characterized the three or four decades following upon the civil war, as it has no other epoch of our history. The Grange, like the numerous other rural organizations, which were swamped in the speculative mania of the period, was simply a victim of circumstances. Of all the farmers' organizations formed at this time, the Grange alone survived; but it did so in an emasculated condition which deprives it of much of its possible usefulness.

This does not mean that the Grange should become merely a buying and selling organization. But it does mean that in his role of educator, every granger should be a close student of the economic problems which underlie all phases of rural better-
ment. It seems to me that the most general weakness of the present-day Grange activity is mediocrity. Not that it fails to deal with vital issues, but it does so in a conventional temporising manner which seldom gets near the root of the matter, and is occasionally deliberately self-deceptive.

The Grange is far and away our greatest farm organization. It is today face to face with opportunities such as never before presented themselves. There is a growing interest in the different forms of co-operative association which is country wide. Under leaders of constructive vision, the Grange should be directing the movement into conservative and profitable channels. Instead of this, we find it in many sections losing ground before other associations which are better meeting modern rural needs.

**ECONOMIC ACTIVITY OF THE GRANGE:** Nevertheless, the Grange has scores of examples among its own locals of societies which have made themselves economically indispensable to their respective neighborhoods. There are grange warehouses for marketing farm products, stores for the purchase of supplies, companies providing farm insurance at cost, and banks, of which the stockholders are all Grangers. In fact, there is scarcely any branch of economic activity directly affecting farm life, which is not carried on co-operatively by some Granges.

In the case of the Granges of Johnson County, Kansas, we have an unusual development along economic lines, somewhat to the neglect, apparently, of the usual social and educational activities. The co-operative enterprise of the Grange in Johnson county is remarkable, also, in having an unbroken record of efficient service lasting since 1875. Of the hundreds of rural co-operative enterprises which sprang into being about that time, nearly all succumbed within a few years.

**A GRANGE STORE:** The idea of a co-operative store modeled on the Rochdale plan was hatched in the "Lone Elem Grange No. 152" in 1875. The other Granges of the county were informed regarding the scheme; and after a number of joint meetings, the "Johnson County Co-Operative Association, No. 118 of the Patrons of Husbandry" was "formed for the purpose of establishing and maintaining general trade in
merchandise, farm products and machinery for the mutual benefit of the shareholders and customers.” The store received its charter June 24, 1875. Up to the first of January, 1912, it had during its operation of 36 years, made sales amounting to $7,969,418.96, clearing $502,505.54 in net profits.

Its success has been due to two factors, careful, conservative management, and faithful adherence to the Rochdale plan of operation. That is, it buys for cash and sells for cash at regular retail prices. Out of the gross yearly profits are paid running expenses. Then, of the net earnings, one percent is turned into the surplus fund, seven percent dividend is paid on the stock, and the remainder is returned to the patrons of the store as a percentage upon the amount of their purchases during the year. Stockholders receive twice the percent on purchases given to non-members, while persons buying from the store who are not Grangers receive no rebate.

There are eighteen Granges in the county, with a membership of about 1,500. The number of stockholders in the store varies between 800 and 1,000. The present capitalization is $100,000. It is divided into shares of $5.00, which sell at par, and can be held only by Grangers.

A GRANGE BANK: The success of the co-operative store and the training and confidence it had engendered among the patrons paved the way for new applications of the co-operative principle. The opportunity came in 1883, when the only bank in Johnson County failed, involving the people of the county in losses to the extent of about $80,000. The Grangers determined to organize a bank of their own, and supply their own demand for credit. On June 9, 1883, they secured a charter for “The Patrons’ Co-operative Bank of Kansas.”

As it now stands, the bank has a paid up capital of $50,000, and has set aside a surplus amounting to $50,000 more. Its stock is held by an average of about 166 Grangers. It is of the par value of $100 a share, and sells at a premium of 300 per cent, being hard to secure at that. The bank is a prosperous institution and reflects credit on the enterprise of Johnson County Patrons. But except for the limiting of
the amount of stock one member can hold to ten shares, and the rule allowing each member but one vote regardless of his stock holdings, the word "Co-operative" in its title is a misnomer. It is purely a joint stock company limited to members of the Patrons of Husbandry.

**GRANGE CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE:** Much more in line with the spirit of true co-operation was an organization formed in 1889 at Olathe, known as the "Patrons' Fire and Tornado Association of the State of Kansas." Up to that time the rates on farm insurance for the State of Kansas had averaged $20 on a $1,000 policy for five years. A study of insurance statistics convinced the farmers that this rate was altogether too high. The Grange organization was launched in the belief that fifty per cent could be saved on the old-line rates through co-operation.

In a pamphlet by Robert J. Ray, the essential features of the articles of association are given as follows:

1. "All persons becoming insured in this association must be and continue to be Patrons of Husbandry in good standing.

2. "To be an annual election from members of the association of President, Secretary, Treasurer, eight Directors and two Auditors, to hold office for one year.

3. "Board of directors to have the general management and supervision of the business of the Association.

4. "Among other causes, the dues of the insured in his subordinate Grange, being more than six months in arrears, or the non-payment of assessments as rules of the association direct, may sever a member's connection with the association."

For the first decade of its existence, the average cost of insurance to the farmers was $22.57 per $1,000 for ten years, or $11.29 for a five-year policy—$2.26 a year. Since 1900 rates have varied much from year to year, as indicated by the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1 Year</th>
<th>5 Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>$ .84</td>
<td>$ 4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>9.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The growth of the association has been rapid and constant. By 1900, the membership was 902, with 1,250 policies in force. Within the next seven years both business and membership was almost trebled; totaling 2,527 members, and 3,541 policies in force. Subsequent to 1907, I have not been able to get exact statistics of the development of the association; but am assured that its growth has been more rapid than ever. Moreover, since only Grangers can become members, and since confidence in the association is rapidly increasing, co-operative insurance is becoming a mighty force in bringing members into the Grange throughout all Kansas.

Some have complained that the Grange in Johnson County has lost sight of its true social and educative purpose in the bread-and-butter scramble of business activity. The ground for this complaint is more apparent than real. It is true, perhaps, that the Grangers of Johnson County have become so dependent upon their store and insurance company, that the welfare of the order of Patrons of Husbandry is bound up with the success of these economic organizations.

This is to be regretted, as the Grange is bigger and more important than any store, bank or insurance company. But that the people have lost ground socially, intellectually or morally as a result of their co-operation, is to be most emphatically denied. For thirty-seven years these Grangers have been learning to put into practice the very principles that other Granges have spent all that time preaching about. Now, preaching which does not result in concrete evidence of progress always degenerates into a vice. It becomes a tale oft told. It paralyzes action by creating the felling that virtue is attained by preaching or listening to the vaporings of others. By learning to do things, the Johnson County Grangers have escaped the vice of preaching; and besides, those who have met with them in their homes, in their local Granges,
and in their co-operative associations, affirm that they are
no whit behind the most orthodoxly lectured Grange commu-
nity in any particular.

Their training in co-operation has engendered a commu-
nity spirit and sense of social solidarity such as is seldom
found in American rural life. It is the same spirit which is
coming to be recognized as typical of all highly organized
rural communities. It is the spirit which has made the East-
ern Shore of Virginia famous, which is bringing Monmouth
County, New Jersey, to the front, which has told the story of
Hood River, Oregon, round the world. When co-operation,
which means mutual helpfulness, permeates the very foun-
dation of life, the getting of a living, there is bound to be a
reaction on character. This character building process is
developing rapidly in Kansas, members are crowding into the
Grange because it is helping to solve that problem, which is
the essence of all morality and all religion—the conservation
of human energy and means.

Co-operative Purchasing Through the Farmer's Union:
Another great farmers' organization which has made a strong
feature of buying farm supplies co-operatively is "the Farm-
ers' Educational and Co-operative Union of America." The
remarkable growth of this organization is largely due to the
ease with which it adapts itself to the economic needs of all
sections of the country. It is essentially a business organiza-
tion whose chief concern, as we have seen, is the marketing
of farm products. But in the busy first decade of its exist-
ence, though statistics are not available, it has saved its mem-
bers millions in the purchase of supplies. Its system of ware-
houses dotting twenty-one states of the Union, serve as dis-
tributing points. Hundreds of them handle coal, fence wire
and posts, sacks, binder twine, lumber, farm machinery, flour
and feed, oil, sugar and other groceries in carload lots, sav-
ing the middleman's profits. The Union also operates many
co-operative stores on the Rochdale plan, similar to the Grange
store just described. Among its enterprises are banks, in-
surance companies, flour mills, fertilizer plants, and many
others. The Farmers' Union Phosphate Company of Georgia,
for example, owns its own phosphate factory and six hundred acres of phosphate lands.

FARMERS' UNION IN OREGON: We may take the brief history of the Farmers' Union in our own state as illustrative of its activity in the purchase of farm supplies. The Farmers' Union movement in the Northwest began April, 1907, with the organization of Locals No. 1 and No. 2 at Waitsburg and Prescott, respectively, in the State of Washington. Previous to this, three Locals had been organized near Sherwood, Oregon; but they had only a brief existence. The movement spread anew to Oregon in the summer of 1908 through the efforts of the Washington organizer, A. A. Elmore. Five years' of growth shows 70 local unions in Oregon, with a membership of close upon 5,000 farmers.

NORTHWEST GRAIN SACKS: The organization in our state, as elsewhere, is primarily a marketing association; yet I believe that the co-operative purchase of grain sacks has been the most powerful factor in its development. As practically all of the grain of the Oregon, Washington and Idaho wheat belt is shipped in sacks, immense quantities of these are consumed every year. For a number of years previous to 1908, local dealers had been charging ten cents a piece for sacks. In February of that year, most of the local unions of the Northwest first united their orders in a single deal at Walla Walla; and brought the price from 10 cents a piece to 7 1/4 cents.

In July of the same year Crook County Unions, who had not entered the Walla Walla contract, were being charged 11 cents. They wrote Secretary-Treasurer, F. A. Sikes, asking him if he could not secure for them better terms on an order for 14,000 sacks. He succeeded in filling the order at 7 1/2 cents laid down in Shaniko, thus saving the Crook County Unionists a lump sum of $329.37. The next year, 1909, sacks were bought at 6 1/4 cents; and the year following, a deal for 3,000,000 sacks was made at Walla Walla at 5 3/4 cents delivered. This meant a saving of $127,500 under the prevailing prices before the Union entered the field. In 1911, the price paid was 6 1/4 cents; and 1912, from 6 1/4 cents to 8 cents, depending on the time of buying.
In November of 1912, another assembly of Farmers’ Union representatives convened at Walla Walla, to consider the grain bag question for 1913. Our sacks are imported from India. They are made of jute, grown and manufactured by cheap Hindu labor. Now, it appears that within the last year enterprising Americans have organized a sack trust in India; and they hope to make the Northwestern farmers reward them richly for their foresight and enterprise. Their aspirations formed the bone of contention in the Walla Walla meeting. Two alternatives presented themselves: either the abandonment of the sacking method of handling grain in favor of elevators at shipping points and steel tanks on the farms, or the purchase of cotton bags from the cotton-growing states. The former plan will undoubtedly ultimately be adopted; but in the meantime, orders aggregating about nine and a quarter millions of sacks have been placed in the hands of the Farmers’ Union Tri-State Terminal Warehouse Company at Seattle, with instructions to purchase “when it seems best in the judgment of the agents in charge.”

**OTHER PURCHASES:** But the Oregon Farmers’ Union has by no means limited its purchases to sacks. Practically all of the locals make purchases, varying with the needs of the locality. Here, for example, is the list of the Milton Local: Coal, wood, lubricating oil, coal oil, binder twine, sugar, raisins and beans. On most of these they save from 30 to 40 per cent. Our Corvallis Local, No. 81, is one of the youngest of the fraternity of local Unions. Yet it has made purchases amounting to $689.00, on which it has made an average saving of 21 per cent. Its list includes flour, salt, sugar, raisins, grain, sacks and binder twine.

**CO-OPERATIVE STORES:** Besides the goods purchased through local societies, the Farmers’ Union has organized three stores in Oregon. The first and most important, is the “Union County Co-Operative Association,” having its principal place of business at La Grande. This is a truly co-operative store of the American Rochdale type. That is, all persons, male or female, are eligible for membership on equal terms. The terms consist in the filling out of an application form, and the payment of a membership fee of $100, at least $25.00 of
which must accompany the application. The remainder may be paid in installments. The "Membership Certificate" bears a uniform rate of 6 per cent. Out of the gross profits are paid all running expenses. Then, out of the net profits, not less than one per cent per annum is set aside for a sinking fund, the six per cent is paid on membership certificates, and the remaining profits are divided among patrons of the store as a percentage on the amounts purchased, non-members receiving one-half the profit paid to members.

The store now operates branches at Imbler and Elgin in Union County, both doing business on the same basis as the parent store. The association does a very general sort of business, handling about everything that its patrons need, from nuts and candies to farm machinery. Within the past nine months, the stores at Imbler and La Grande have paid back to patrons and shareholders, over $1,800 in dividends on purchases and interest on membership certificates.

Here again, the growth of the association and the expansion of its business has a dollar-and-cents basis. People are crowding into the society because they cannot afford to keep out. But this is not the whole story by any means. The educational value of the association to its members will ultimately outweigh all pecuniary advantages. Already its influence is being manifested in greater business insight, and a franker recognition of the paramount importance of the square deal, in all economic relations. This influence will react upon farm management and the home relations, thus transforming character, and resulting in an all-round better citizenship. The Farmers' Union deserves great credit for having initiated a movement which is proving of such benefit to the community at large. The other Oregon Farmers' Union Stores are: one at Coquille, Coos County; and one at Haines, not yet run cooperatively.

Prospects for Co-operative Supply in Oregon: And now let us ask: What of the future of co-operative supply in Oregon? Is it too much to predict that within the next ten years every county in Oregon will have its system of co-operative stores on the Union County plan? It remains for the farmers to say whether such an ideal shall become a reality or not.
Then, on the Rochdale co-operative wholesale plan, they can establish the largest wholesale business in the state, which shall purchase goods for all of the stores, not in carloads, but in train and ship-load quantities. There is nothing impossible in such an ideal. English workmen had intelligence and energy enough to blaze out through an unexplored territory a pathway which is not hard to follow. Surely Oregon farmers are equal to the task.

**AMERICAN SOCIETY OF EQUITY AND GLEANERS:** Meanwhile, other states are forging ahead in the co-operative supply movement. The great organizations mentioned in the preceding chapter, the "American Society of Equity," and the "Ancient Order of Gleaners," are doing for the Middle States what the "Farmers' Educational and Co-operative Union" is accomplishing for the South and far Northwest.

To take the supply of binder twine as one illustration, the American Society of Equity, which is over 10,000 strong in Wisconsin, has secured the establishment of a binder twine factory at the state prison, thus performing a tremendous service for the farmers of the state in providing cheaper twine. In like manner, the Gleaners, which have their stronghold in Michigan, were instrumental in having a twine factory operated in connection with the state prison at Jackson. Moreover, every pound of twine manufactured at the prison for the past four years, has been marketed co-operatively through the local Gleaner Arbors; and sold to the farmers at actual cost. Both these organizations also do co-operative purchasing of other supplies through their local warehouses, on the same basis as the Farmers' Union is doing in Oregon.

Moreover, the Gleaners has a unique feature in its system of fraternal insurance, through which it aims to provide protection to farmers against sickness, death and old age, at actual cost. Such a scheme in entirely feasible if organized on sound business principles. Whether the Gleaner insurance is so organized, we are not prepared to say without a careful examination of their plan. This would require more space than we can give to the matter here. The organization is as yet too young to have been tried by the great test of time, before which most fraternal insurance societies have not been able to stand.
THE RIGHT RELATIONSHIP LEAGUE: Our treatment of co-operative supply would be inadequate without a brief account of the work of the Right Relationship League of Minneapolis, Minnesota. The League is fundamentally an educational institution devoted to the spread of the principles of co-operation, on the Rochdale plan. It publishes a magazine, "Co-Operation," setting forth the progress of the movement in America; and filled with the contagious enthusiasm of its editor, E. M. Tousley, the Secretary-Treasurer of the League.

During the past six years, the Right Relationship League has been giving its attention chiefly to the establishment of co-operative stores. Up to August, 1912, there had been organized 112 such associations. Of this total, 55 are in Minnesota, 41 in Wisconsin, 12 in the Dakotas, 3 in Washington and 1 in Illinois.

Capital is raised by selling shares, upon which a fixed rate of interest is paid. Membership is open upon terms of equality to all who apply, and who are able to pay for at least one share of stock. The shares are of the par value of $100; and if necessary, may be paid for in small instalments. In fact, after an initial payment has been made, the average family can meet the remaining instalments out of the profits on their purchases.

The business principles of these stores are strictly in accord with the Rochdale model. They buy for cash, and sell for cash at regular local retail prices. Some stores almost meet their monthly salary expense out of the discounts allowed by wholesalers on cash payments. The country stores all accept certain lines of farm produce at current prices as the equivalent of cash.

From the profits, are met all running expenses. Then a safety-fund, and an educational fund, for the purpose of spreading a knowledge of co-operation, are provided for by a small levy upon the net profits. The remainder is divided among the patrons of the store in proportion to their purchases. These so-called dividends are paid to non-members as well as to members. In order to encourage membership, and the accumulation of an adequate working capital, however, members receive double the percentage paid to non-members.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS.

We have already overstepped the limits allotted to this bulletin; but cannot refrain from adding a few conclusions, and some parting suggestions to the student who is interested in the organization of agriculture.

A general study of American agricultural conditions indicates that the economic and social problems pressing for solution are fully as vital to rural welfare as are questions of technical agriculture. The whole course of the economic history of the United States, as well as the experience of farmers in countries like Germany, Denmark and Ireland, demonstrates that these problems can best be solved by organization.

The form of organization best adapted to agriculture has proved to be the co-operative association. The experience both of this country and of Europe proves that well managed co-operative associations bring to the farmer benefits similar to those attained through consolidation in industry and commerce. At the same time, none of the evils which have made the trust a menace to American society can be laid at the door of agricultural organization.

We have shown that co-operative societies among farmers are improving the quality and increasing the quantity of various agricultural products; that they are an incentive to better business methods; that by joint marketing they lower expense and secure better prices for commodities; that by co-operative purchase they make immense savings in obtaining farm supplies; and finally, that they promote neighborliness, stimulate a sense of social solidarity, create a desire for education, and result in an all-round better citizenship.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE STUDENT: The greatest single enemy of the rural community is ignorance. No man needs a keener insight into the springs of progress, a more profound knowledge of human nature, nor a more elastic patience, than the man who would work for a new era in American agriculture. First of all, he must be a student. He must read broad-
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...Literature, History, Sociology, Political Science, Political Economy, and any other subjects for which he may have time or inclination—all lines of study, in short, will add to his power and influence. But above all he must be master of the principles of scientific agriculture, the elements of practical sociology, and the fundamentals of rural economics. The time is now past when "any old thing will do" in rural leadership and rural education. The next decade will see great changes in rural life and ideals; and only those with patience and ability to acquire the most thorough preparation need expect to hold positions of responsibility as rural leaders and educators. But above all, the man who would be a molding factor in the new rural civilization must be a "good mixer." He must cultivate the ability to meet men on any level and win their confidence.

On subjects of technical agriculture, the student will find no end of books. Besides, experiment station and departmental bulletins covering every phase of the subject, may be had for the asking. We here offer a few suggestions for the beginner in Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. These will give him a start and supply him with bibliography for further study and research.

Agricultural Economics: The only general work which we can recommend is Carver's "Principles of Rural Economics." This is a scholarly book, and at the same time, quite readable. (Published by Ginn & Company, price $1.25). On marketing, Report 98, Office of the Secretary, "Systems of Marketing Farm Products," has just been issued by the Department of Agriculture at Washington, D. C. We have not yet seen this report; but it will undoubtedly be found helpful. (To be obtained only from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.; price 25 cents). Coulter, "Co-operation among Farmers" (published by the Sturgis and Walton Company, price 75 cents), gives a good treatment of the principal types of co-operative society found in this country. The Wisconsin State Board of Public Affairs has recently published Part I of a "Report upon Co-operation and Marketing," dealing with "Agricultural Co-operation and Marketing." This brings out many interesting facts on co-operation among farmers in Wisconsin, together with a bibliography and sketches.
of co-operation as established in Denmark and Ireland. For the advanced student, the publications of the International Institute of Agriculture at Rome are indispensable. Every student should at least possess Volume I of "Monographs on Agricultural Co-operation in Various Countries." This volume outlines the development of the co-operative movement in Germany, Belgium, Denmark, British India, France, Great Britain and Ireland, Norway, Holland, Russia and Sweden. (Price 70 cents, to be had of the principal book stores, or directly from the International Institute of Agriculture at Rome, Italy.

In this Monograph the student will find treatments of the co-operative credit systems of the various countries. But the great authority in English on Co-operative Credit is Henry W. Wolff. His principal books on the subject are "Co-operative Banking" and "Peoples' Banks," both published by P. S. King and Son, London. An old report of the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., Division of Statistics, Miscellaneous Series, No. 3, by Edward T. Peters, entitled "Co-operative Credit Associations," is interesting as being the first treatment of the subject from the American point of view. "Co-operative Credit Associations in the Province of Quebec," (by Hector Macpherson, published by Jackson Press, Kingston, Canada, (price 50 cents) sketches the European movement and treats the establishment of the Raiffeisen Credit Unions in Quebec and Massachusetts. The sociological influence of the credit association, forms the burden of this thesis. Finally we may mention the "Preliminary Report on Land and Agricultural Credit in Europe" setting forth President Taft's proposal to introduce co-operative credit in the United States, issued by the Department of State, Washington, D. C.

RURAL SOCIOLOGY: A general text, "Constructive Rural Sociology" by John M. Gillette, published by Sturgis and Walton, has just come from the press. Only about two hours ago, a copy arrived at this office. Hence, we have only had time to glance through it. It appears at least to face squarely most of the important rural problems; and its bibliographies on the subjects treated in the various chapters are good. Moreover, it enjoys the distinction of being the only book yet
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published covering the entire field of Rural Sociology. We would recommend also the Report of the Country Life Commission, published by the same company; and the two little books by President Butterfield, "Chapters in Rural Progress," and "The Country Church and Rural Problem," both published by the University of Chicago Press.

Those who are interested in the point of view set forth in this bulletin, which is sociological as well as economic, will find it fully worked out under the title "Economics Applied to Rural Problems," which is now under preparation.

FARM ACCOUNTING: In agricultural accounting, besides Part I of this series by Dean J. A. Bexell, we would recommend the following: Farmers' Bulletin 511 on "Farm Bookkeeping," by Edward H. Thomson, Department of Agriculture, Division of Publications, Washington, D. C.; Bulletin 121 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa, by M. Mortenson on "Creamery Bookkeeping"; and "Farm Accounting and Business Methods" by J. A. Bexell, to be obtained from the College Book Store, Corvallis, Oregon.

THE WASTE OF DUPLICATE ORGANIZATIONS: In reading the foregoing pages as they come from the press, it occurs to me that this bulletin would fail of its purpose did it not contain a warning against the evils resulting from rival rural organizations. It is an evil, to be sure, which we have thus far largely escaped in Oregon. Our two great state organizations, the Grange and the Farmers' Union, are now working together harmoniously; and each is coming to recognize that the other has a definite task to perform in uplifting Oregon agriculture.

Some states are not so fortunate. We occasionally find the four great organizations, the Grange, the Gleaners, the American Society of Equity, and the Farmers' Union, in active competition, each undermining the influence of the other and immeasurably weakening the farmers' cause. The reason lies in the fact that each of these organizations has its officialdom, sworn to propagate its own special brand of salvation for the farmer. In the process, the best interests of the rural community are often sacrificed. Let us hope that Oregon agriculture may never fall a prey to such mistaken zeal, and become a house divided against itself.